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BCDS student employees demand reform
JEAN GRAHAM
Heights Associate Editor

By

BC Dining Services' (BCDS)
student employees are expressing
their discontent and have presented
Director Mike Cunningham with a
petition requesting better treatment
and higher pay, according to junior

Jim Keane.
On October 23, Keane, a student

employee, presented Dining
Services Director Cunningham with
a petition, containing 148 student
employee signatures.
The student employees are
underpaid,
according
to
Cunningham.
The petition called for a review of,
and increase in student empolyee
hourly pay rates. The basic pay rate
lor Dinihg-Services is $4.10 an hour.

Keane gathered signatures to
show Dining Services- that the
students care about the situation. "I
saw too many dissatisfied
employees. They were unhappy
because they just needed more
money to get by," he added.
Cunningham has met with the
Dining
Services'
student
representative committee. "I want
to make the committee as effective
as possible. I have eliminated the
middle man. I meet with them
personally, there are no managers
involved," said Cunningham.
Cunningham plans to meet with
the council every other week.
He said he was not surprised by
the concerns the student have
raised, and he agrees that there is a
problem.
"I know there are many areas of

concern for the student empolyees. adjust. Thus there can be no I will recommend a 50' an hour
The pay level is just one of them. changes in the pay rate until his bonus for the second semester, and
There's also the low morale, the way budget proposals are approved for an additional 25" bonus for the first
they are treated by thefull-time staff the next fiscal year, which begins on semester. That would have us at an
effective minimum wage in dining
and the students, and there is the June 1.
problem of being short staffed," said
Cunningham stated that he would services of $5.50 an hour."
Cunningham would also like to
like to see the basic pay increased
Cunningham.
"We are underpaying them, to five dollars an hour. "I would also
see more classifications made
when compared to what the market like to see an incentive program among the workers positions. He
is paying. But it's a complex started to have students make it said that he wants to see a ladder
situation, that needs a complex through the semester, because from year to year, and semester to
solution. Money itself is not the when finals come up students semester.
"Theycould climb up the ladder,
answer. If we did increase the wages traditionally stop working because
right now, 95% of the employees they want to study, and they have and therefore have a little more
would be out of their work-study no inclination to work,"said responsibility, a little more money,
and hopefully have a little more
allocations by early February, and Cunningham.
satisfaction," Cunningham said.
added,
problems
run
into
he
still
"everyone
"But,"
we'd
more
He agrees with the students that
because they wouldn't be able to wants to eat. In fact there are more
work," Cunningham stated.
people eating, because they stay on many of the problems stem from the
He explained further that once the campus, but there is no one to serve fact that they are always
understaffed. "I am recommending
financial aid work study allocations them."
are made the are very difficult to
Cunningham said, "If a student that we decrease our dependency
stays throughout the entire semester, on students, by having more full
and works one shift during finals, I time empolyees. We're supposed to
want to give them a 25" an hour hire 600 students, w"e only have, say
bonus for every hour they've 400, so if we're short one third now
worked throughout the semester. If obviously we have to do
eight years, address safety concerns they work for the entire second something," said Cunningham.
members of the BC community.
Cunningham, page 12
"I jog around the reservoir a lot
of students. They are trying to make semester and one shift during finals,
by myself but now I'm a bit more both male and female students more
Wary," said a female juniorliving off
aware of dangerouspossibilities and
campus.
to be more cautious.
A freshman on Newton campus
Director of Housing, Bob
agrees there is an element of danger, Capalbo, said there is a general
but she concluded "Newton heightening of consciousness and a
campus seems pretty safe to me." greater amount of cooperation
"The campus is pretty well lit," between students and the police this
said one senior male student. "I year. According to Capalbo, this has
really don't have any personal led to a greater number of
concern for my safety like the girls apprehensions on the part of the
do."
police.
Capalbo stressed the need for
The annual presentations on
by
crime prevention, date rape, and
"commonsense security" in regard
assault, which have been sponsored to walking alone around campus at
by the Department of Housing and night and living in the residence
the BC Policefor the past seven or halls. He also encouraged students
to call campus police "if they feel
uneasy about a situation."
Students were given more
information about safety in a
Lt. Tees addresses BC students on rape and assault awareness
Wednesday
night
presentation
at

BC rape awareness increases
By CYNTHIA HEANEY and
PEGGY ANN GOETZ
Heights Staff Writers
Crime prevention and student
safety have recently become a focal
point of educational programming
by Housing and the Women's
Resource Center at BC due to recent
assaults on or near campus.
As reported in last week's
Heights, a BU student was stabbed
while jogging around the Chestnut
Hill Reservoir. There wasalso report
of a student that Was assaulted on
the Duslbowl at BC.
In general, there is an
understandable amount of concern,
especially on the part of female
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Factions split leaders
of Corey Hill neighbors
By JEAN GRAHAM
Heights Associate Editor
The Corey Hill Neighborhood
Association has experienced a split
in its membership. According to
Terry Cohen, current president of the
association, a faction group of about
30 residents have left the
association.
The split occurred between
long-time members of the group and
the Cohen group, who have been
very vocal in recent years, according
to a representative of the group
Cohen calls "the faction group."
The faction group has recently
filed with the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts to incoporate the
association, and register the Corey
Hill Neighborhood Association
[CHNA] name. According to a
representative of the registered
group, Cohen and Milton Fader have
been sent letters telling them that
they can no longer call themselves
representatives of the CHNA.

Cohen said that he has received
the letter but, "we have been told by
legal counsel to disregard the letter."
"They have no legal right to use
that name. They have taken all the
money from the association. They
don't have the right. We are
protesting this," said Cohen.
Fader said, "There is no
controversy in the Corey Hill
Neighborhood Association. It was
my own decision to step down. I
haven't been feeling well. We've put
the group on the right foot, they will
always be able to use my expertise.
It shouldn't be one person who
speaks all the time.
"It's time to let some of the other,
younger people do some of the
work. I'll still be in the background.
Every organization has a little
controversy sometimes," said Fader.
Cohen said that thefaction group
only wants to represent the
homeowners. He said his group was
unbiased and represented tenants,
Corey Hill, page 11

Fitzparick

O'Connell

House.

Lieutenant Frank Tees of the BC
Police Department began his talk by
naming standard dorm security
measures. He advised students to
never let non-BC students into
dorms, never leave their doors
unlocked for any reason, and to
report any solicitors or questionable
people to the police.
Tees then discussed the issue of
violence, calling violent crimes
"opportunist crimes." He warned
students not to walk alone, especilly
at night, to carry a loud whistle, and
if they think they are being followed
to head for the nearest populated
area.
The topic then switched to date
rape. A movie entitled Someone You
Know explored the reality of date
rape and its aftermath. The movie
focused on the true stories of
women victims.
The movie stressed that college
and high school girls are the most
vulnerable. It cited such statistics as,
Lt. Tees, page 12
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CareerUpdate

October 26-November 1, 1987
SOPHOMORES & JUNIORS
Explore a different career field every semester through
Attention:

TERNSHIP

SL?I

New internships received daily at the Career Center's Internship Office

COMMENTS FROM BC INTERNS:
"It was an excellent experience to see what the real world is like."
English Major
?

"It opened a new door for career possibilities in government."

Math Major
"I learned a great deal about the brokerage business, of which I had no previous
?

knowledge."
°

Boston

College

Look for CareerUpdate every week on page two of
The Heights. Brought to you by the Career Center.

38 Commonwealth

Economics Major
_.

?

Aye.

552-3430

Internship

~

Program
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S-Tu_

I of boston college
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Father Monan celebrates 15 years at BC
By RICH CHERKERZIAN

Heights Assistant

to

the Editor

"It has been a privilege for me to
be sitting in this position. There is
no other University I would rather
be at than Boston College."
University President Rev. J.
Donald Monan, SJ. made this
statement in reflection of his fifteen
years at Boston College.
From the tensions and hostilities
of the Vietnam war to the present
construction, and to future campus
planning, reorganizing, and
improving student life. Father
Monan
has
been
BC's
Commander-in-Chief through the
70's and BG's and is the Captain
steering Boston College towards the
1990's and the year 2,000.
Deeply admiring the Jesuits,
Father Monan decided after he
graduatedfrom high school to enter
the Society of Jesus to pursue a
religious and intellectual life with
teaching.

After receiving a doctorate degree
from Louvraine University in
Europe, Father Monan served as a
philosophy professor, academic
dean, and chairman of the honors
program at LeMoyne College in
Syracuse, NY.
In 1972, when Father Monan
became President of Boston
College, he was forced to face BC's
finances
a
severest problem
problem that was facing many
colleges and universities at the time.
BC couldn't survive any more
debts and BC was forced to take
actions, according to Father Monan.
?

?

"Very early on," he said with

great pride, "the entire University
community came together and

cooperated productively for the
good of the institution. Once things
began to turn around, the
tremendous talent and energy was
able to be communicated. The
rebuilding of community was
probably one of the most important
things that could have taken place

on any campus at that time."

Father Monan's greatest regret is
Working with people to gain that he is unable to spend as much
valuable insight, experience, and time on campus with the students
opinions is how Father Monan likes as he would like to. Coming through
to get things done. The planning of the ranks as a professor, Father
events has always involved faculty, Monan realizes the importance of
staff, students, deans, and the board working with students both inside
of trustees for their advice, the classroom and out.
judgment, and recommendations so
As President, however, Father
that everybody takes a part in the Monan's role "imposes certain
obligations that only the president
project, said Father Monan.
According to Father Monan, the can do. It means a very considerable
planning with assistance from others amount of meetings, work in the
gets people involved and sparks office, representing the University in
new ideas and imagination at
Students, page 17
Boston College.
The opening of the Thomas P.
O'Neill, Jr. library in September of
1984 was the most satisfying
experience for Father Monan. He
expressed the importance of the
facilities it offered to the students
and the "increased pleasant access By PEGGY ANN GOETZ
to the intellectual resources." The Heights Staff Writer
O'Neill library changed "what it
Beginning next week, O'Neill
means to be a student at Boston
Library will be integrating the
College."
Notice Computer System into the
present GEAC computer system.
The terminals used by O'Neill
computer staff will be the only
people affected by the addition of
the new system at this time.
about," she said. "Keeping the
The GEAC system includes the
communication lines open is very public on-line card catalogue as
important. You have to let people well as files used exclusively by the
know what they're dealing with." staff.
According to University Librarian
The first meeting of the
chapter
will
be
Boston-area NOAH
Mary Cronin, the switch-over is still
113
Ist
being
negotiated, but the change is
in McGuinn
on November
at
proceeding
interested
in
as if everything had
pm.
Anyone
1
joining or just learning more is already been finalized.
welcome to attend.
Notice Computer System will be
Ryan also invites people to come an IBM system. "It will be easier to
be in the studio audieme of "People keep up to date than the present
Are Talking." Calling ahead for seats system," said Cronin. "It will be able
to supply library patrons with more
is advised.

JENNIFER BUBRISKI
Heights Staff Writer

BC students will soon have a
chance to see one of their own on
television. On Tuesday, October
27, at 12:30, sophomore Lisa Ryan
will be appearing on "People Are
Talking," a local talk show
broadcast daily on channel four.
An albino, Ryan will be discussing
albinism and the problems she and
many other albinos face. Ryan will
also dfscuss the National
Organization for Albinism, and
Hypopigmentation (NOAH).
Ryan and seven others founded
the organization five years ago.
"We realized that there was very

little information available on the

subject and a lot of misconceptions
about it. We started NOAH to
correct that," said Ryan.
NOAH has chapters in the

Midwest, Connecticut, Philadel-

phia, and the Mid-Atlantic. The
organization appeared on the
Baltimore's "People Are Talking."
"That program really got our
Mid-Atlantic chapter underway,"
said Ryan. "We approached the
show in Boston because we'd like
to start a chapter here, and the
show's coordinators agreed to have
us on."
As well as educating people on

the subject of albinism, NOAH also
provides a : support system for
albinos and their families. The

organizationholds conferences and
workshops and encourages research
into diagnosis and treatment of

).

Donald Monan, S.J.

O'Neill Library sets up
new computer system

Albino students gain attention
By

Rev.

albinism.
One result of such research that
has helped many albinos with poor
vision is bioptic glasses. These
glasses magnify objects much more
than normal glasses. "It was such an
incredible feeling," said Ryan of the
first time she wore her bioptic
glasses. "I could see things I had
never seen before."
Ryan holds many positions within
the organization. She acts as Youth
Advisor, is a member of both the
Board of Directors and the Executive
Board, and writes a column for
NOAH's newsletter. The column is
directed at helping young people By APRIL PANCELLA
deal with the problems of albinism. Heights News Editor
Aside from physical problems
such as poor vision and sensitivity
After much debate and
to bright light, albinos also
discussion, BC has joined the ranks
experience emotional problems. of many universities nationwide as
They are teased a lot when they are it prepares to show the dramatic
young, and people continue to treat portrayal
America
by
of
them differently as they get older. photographer Jacob Holdt.
"School is the biggest problem,"
The slide presentation American
said Ryan. "It can make you. or Pictures, sponsored by UGBC and
break you. There are a lot of the Office of the Dean for Student
problems with reading textbooks Development (ODSD), will be
and chalkboards. Also,', teachers made by Holdt on Monday,
aren't really equipped to deal with
November 2 at 7:30 pm in Robsham
albinism."
Theater with a follow-up discussion
Ryan feels that education on on Tuesday, November 3 at 4:00 in
albinism will help to solve many of McGuinn.
these problems. "People can't
"American Pictures will haunt you
understand what they don't know for days after seeing it. It will possess

information on items they're either
researching or just looking up."
As an IBM system, Notice will
also be accessible from other
sources besides BC libraries.
In general, Notice will be easier
to use and more efficient than the
GEAC system. The new system will
be able to produce more
information for the patron,
according to Cronin.
Students and other members of
the BC community will not be
effected by the change to the Notice
Computer System until at least
1989. This will be when the actual
GEAC terminals will be replaced by
IBM units.

When the switch from GEAC to
Notice Computer System is final,
there will be courses which will be
offered by the staff of the O'Neil
library that will familiarize BC with
the new system.

Controversial film to be at BC

s

Voices on the Dustbowl

by

'

you emotionally and intellectually
as if it were the plague. No more
description or praise can convey the
experience of American Pictures. It
is a presentation that all Americans
must experience for themselves,"
according to the Chicago Reader.
American Pictures consists of
3,000 slides showing the current

lives and conditions of the
underclass looking from the bottom
of society up and from the top down.
The pictures were taken by Holdt
during his five year hitchhiking
journey across America.
Holdt came to America with only
$40 and had to sell his blood twice
a week to buy the film to compile
the slides which he has presented

to one million people in 13
European countries, living with
almost 400 American families
ranging from some of the poorest to
some of the wealthiest in 48 states
along the way.
"I think that it's a good program
because it's educational. It's not a
social program. It's good to get a
wide range of programming," said

UGBC Director of Programming
Jason Kelly, the initiator of the
program at BC. "We're lucky to have
such a high quality educational
program," he added.
According to UGBC AHANA
Vice-President Dave Masters, the
coordinator of the follow-up
discussion, Holdt's presentation was
'Pictures', page 20

Jill and Denise

What did you lose on Black Monday?

Julie Carrigg

SOM '88
My future! I'm a finance

major!

Kate Powers
A&S'B9
I lost my points.

Eileen Ng

SOM '90

Raquel Jimenez

A&S '89
What was Black Monday?

Mike O'Rourke

Neil Marx

A&S '89

SOM '89

My underwear!

Katie Fratianni

A&S Grad Student
We lost our majors, it was
economics now its
?

theology.
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Filene's is making this Wednesday a big
day for you and your friends. Well be right
here on campus, in Lyon Hall?ready to
offer you an exciting part-time position with
New England's premier fashion retailer. The
jobs are fun, the hours flexible. And Filene's
offers top pay and a generous discount.

Seasonal Sales Associates
Sales Associates
Stock Handlers
Meet the big company on campus-and
our mascot. Feelix. Stop by Lyon Hall on
October 28, between 10:00 a.m. and 3:30
p.m. You could receive a job right then and
there to work permanent or temporary,
weekends and/or nights. We have hours
that fit your schedule. You could even land
a seasonal job for Christmas?and
increase your holiday budget.
For more information stop by the personnel office at Filene's, Chestnut Hill.
Filene's is an equal opportunity employer.
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Public interest law at BC Law School
Consumer advocate Ralph Nader
scheduled to speak on
opportunities in public interest at
3:30 pm on Wednesday, October
28, in room 315 of Stuart Hall at the
Boston College Law School.
Nader is being presented by The
is

October

31

-

Public Interest Law Foundation of
Boston College Law School. The
presentation is a part of Public
Interest Law Week and is open to all
students from BC.
In conjunction with the Public
Interest Law Week, the Boston

November

College Law School has developed
a loan forgiveness program for
graduates who decide to pursue a
career in public service. The loan
forgiveness program is an effort to
encourage students to pursue
careers in public service.

The program is designed to help
repay outstanding student loans and
the program intends to reduce the
financial pressure which forces
students to choose higher-paying
jobs in private law firms over careers
in public service. This is one of

5
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fifteen programs that are present
nationwide.
Over fifty percent of the 1986
Boston College Law School
graduates owe $40,000 to $50,000
in student loans. While starting
salaries in New York and Boston law
firms reach as high as $60,000 to
$70,000 a year, many public service

1

jobs remain at $15,000 to $25,000
a year.
The Boston College Law School

N
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Intormation
Registration

Institute ot Religious Education

(across

31 Lawrence Avenue
from McGuinn Hall) or x8440

Ralph Nader returns to BC addressing public interest law.

Great jobs available now!
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Call Joy at

Baccalaureate Ceremony in

Gasson 100 on Thursday,
December 17, 1987 at 4 pm.

Available in the fast paced
and exciting

Bureau of Conferences.
Call
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AND GREAT
BENEFITS
too!
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Part-time or full-time, flexible hours available.

COUNTER HELP

Part-time or full-time, flexible hours available.

CHESTNUT HILL CAFE
Waiter/Waitress, part-time, flexible hours.

{

FISH MARKET

(
I

|
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3043

for details.

Maryknoll
gives thanks
to the faculty

SEAFOOD SPECIALTY SHOP
Chestnut Hill. $6.00/hr. Flexible hours
available.

DISHWASHERS
BUSPERSONS

Parents:
and the late John Flynn
Flynn
Mrs. Ruth

-

Medical insurance, dental insurance, top
wages in the area and more! You owe it to
yourself to investigate these great
employmentopportunitiesat Legal Sea
Foods today. Positions are available at our
Chestnut Hill, Boston, Cambridge,and Allston
locations.
For an interview, please apply in person
Monday through Friday, 2:3opm to 4:oopm at
Legal Sea Foods, 33 Everett Street, Allston,
MA Or call Mary at 783-8084.

-

-

Ordination:
June 6, 1987

Assignment:
Hong Kong

)/ Maryknoll Fathers and Brothers
50 Dunster Road, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
/ \ Father William J. Gilligan, M.M.
\

Jr

I

REV. LAWRENCE FLYNN, M.M.

St. John, Cambridge
A.B. Maryknoll College
M.A. Boston College
M.Div. Maryknoll School of Theology

KITCHEN HELP

I

m

Education:

Full-time, all locations.

|

HP

>%J>f

Home Parish:
John
Evangelist, Cambridge
St.

Nights. We will train.

(

>.

Boston College
on the
occasion of
the priestly

ordination of
your alumnus.

Counter Help, 33 Everett St Allston only. Parttime, flexible hours available.

HP'
9

and students

of

WAIT STAFF
Full-time, experienced only.

552
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EARN MONEY
| THELEGALWAY
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739-KIDS

WORK STUDY
POSITION

suggestions for a speaker
volunteer to participate
please contact Dean
103 (x3270).
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The College of Arts and
Sciences will hold it's seventh
annual midyear
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"I'm proud that a school the size
of Boston College Law School has
made such a serious commitment to
provide the means for students to
enter public interest law,"stated
second-year law student Rick
Mirabito. Mirabito is a spokesperson
for the Public Interest Law
Foundation (PILF).
Another member of PILF, Remsen
Kinne, stated, "Rather than being
forced to check their ideals at the
door as they leave, BC law
graduates will have more options,
thanks to this program."
According to Dean Coquillette,
"This loan forgiveness program is a
tribute to the generosity of the
graduates of Boston College Law
School and the dedication of its
students and faculty to the ideals of
public service, and will remain a top
development priority of the Law
School."
This is the first year that PILF has
sponsored a Public Interest Law
Week. The law students who began
working on the loan forgiveness
program last year plan to continue
their efforts by establishing Public
Interest Law Week as an annual
event at Boston College Law School.

and you have childcare experience, some weekday
mornings or afternoons free and excellent references,
you can earn $5 $7 an hour babysitting.

January '88 Graduates.

If you have any
or would like to
in the ceremony
McHugh, Gasson

3? you love ki4s

(

ATTENTION:

Dean Daniel Coquillette, explained
that, "The establishment of the loan
forgiveness program is a significant
development in the Law School's
commitment to public interest law
and to help students pursue careers
of their choice, regardless of salary."
Public Interest Law Foundation is
a student-run organizationthat was
initiated last year. Its aim is to raise
the level of awareness and
participation of students in public
interest law.

?
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Gulf operation precise, restrained
the tense Persian Gulf escalated again. The US,
after days of planning, launched a retalitary strike against Iranian oil derriks
used for millitary launches.
The action sent a clear message to the Iranians, and one that needs
to be made clear as long as President Reagan wishes to retain a military
presence in the Gulf: The US will not tolerate hostile military action
directed at US flagged ships in international waters in the Gulf.
Last week, events in

The US action was carefully planned, and wisely was as restrained as
possible, for a retalitary strike.
The target, two oil derriks, were used by the Iranians to launch military
strikes against US helicopters patrolling for mines in the Gulf. In addtion,
the platforms were used to launch minelaying ships, and for munitions
storage.

Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinburger said that the derriks were the
least strategic targets the US could have selected. The US warned the
people aboard the derriks of there intention to fire, and the men
evacuated. No civilians were killed in the attack.
We hope that the events in the Gulf escalate further than the very serious
level they have already reached. If the US is to guarantee open shipping
lanes in the stategic region, then there must be some sort of military
presence. We only hope future actions are as restrained as last week's.

And the nominies
are...
Commencement.
thinking
senior
Just when every

was

about

.

.

It's time to start hunting for 1988 Honorary Degree Recipients. And, as
is Heights tradition, we'd like to suggest to the University committee
responsible for selecting the degree recipients a few of our favorites:
Mother Theresa, of Calcutta. This may seem like an obvious choice.
Mother Theresa has done more than talk about the problems the poor and
homeless of Calcutta, India face every day. She and the sisters in her order
care for and minister to the homeless each day. If Boston College can, it
should grab the opportunity to honor her.
David Letterman, of Late Night With.... Heck, Paul and the boys could
come, too. We've had Lionel Richie here for a doctorate. If you can have
a Dr. Richie, then why not a Dr. Dave? If the committee considers only
serious achievements, then consider this: Dr. Letterman (we're jumping the
gun a bit) has transformed the communications industry. His leadership
in broadcasting has brought profit to late night televison, and his innovation
has spawned dozens of Dave Wannaßees in the latenight time slot.
Rev. John Hinchey, SJ, a Jesuit missionary teacher, who at age 86, has
opened a new school in a new village.
Martin Scorcese, of New York City. One of the most brilliant film directors
in America today, Scorcese has redefined the art of filmmaking. His
contributions include The Color of Money, Raging Bull, King of Comedy,
and the innovative black comedy After Hours.
Herb Schmertz, of New York City. The director of public relations for
Mobil Oil Corporation, Schmertz sets the standard for his profession. As
the author of Mobil-sponosored Observations advertisements that run in
most national newsmagazines and many newspapers, Schmertz put Mobil
Oil's opinion on the breakfast table of most of America's opinion leaders.
Mario Cuomo, of Albany, New York. The Empire State governor is one
of the Democratic Party's leaders. Although Cuomo is not running for
president, he is a national leader, and may run in 1992. Or 1988.
Jean Kirkpatrick, former UN Ambassador. A former Democratic party
member,
now a leader of the GOP. Her ability and leadership
is an example to all people, and an inspiration for women aspiring to enter
the field of politics.
?

?

?
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To the editor:
This piece is offered in response
to the article, "Living with Athletes"
that recently appeared in The
Heights. It is not a personal attack
against the subjects of the article but
rather a protest against its
implication that every student,
especially those of the female
persuasion, idolizes football
players. I humbly offer a similar
view of my own apartment in
Hillsides, located right above the
celebrated athletes.
Although not a Heights sports
news scoop, last week's article was
a piece of journalistic drivel: your
eyes hadn't deceived you.
Conversations about more topics
than football players occur in the
Hillsides apartment of some of BC's
average women.
A recent interview with the girls

living directly above the athletes
revealed the other side of the BC
students. They are Jennifer, star Pub
waitress, Elizabeth, future financial
wizard, Cheryl, promising BC
entrepeneur, Lisa, a leading student
teacher at the Kennedy school, Meg,
BC's greatest hope in the next
Boston Marathon, and Mary, queen
of aerobics. Meg, donning a little
red beanie, explains how they all
came to be roommates, "Well, we
never really liked each other but
now I guess we're stuck!"
Elizabeth and Cheryl do most of
the shopping for the Hillsides
apartment which is really quite an
To the Editor:
Reaching into my mailbox today,
expectingonly to find today's issue
of the Wall Street journal, a
newsletter or two from one or two

student organizations, and perhaps
a surprise letter from a friend or
home, I
some news from
encountered what I feel has become
an all-too-common occurrence here
at Boston College. I found a letter,
addressed to an individual I don't
even know, accidentally (or should
I say carelessly?) placed in my
mailbox.
I understand that with the
voluminous amounts of mail our BC
mail clerks handle everyday letters
will occasionally be misdirected. I
realize that some numbers and/or
letters of the alphabet are hard to
decipher, and this will lead to mail
being placed in the wrong boxes.
The thing that strikes me so funny
is the amazing consistency with
which I receive misdirected mail (at
least twice a week)! Needless to say,
I am not the only person on campus
experiencingthis phenomenon. The
problem is out of control.
While this problem may not

undertaking when you consider one
quart of milk is consumed per week,
as well as $9.99 in food. Mary's
boyfriend Jim does most of the
cooking, despite Jen's dissenting
opinion on this topic that she's
become quite an expert at toasting
bread mind you!
Lisa usually handles all of the
monetary aspects of the room, "I
manage all of the money in this
place and use it to fund my
compulsive shopping habit." Lisa,
thinking of herself as a maternal
figure to the other roomies, adds, "I
pretty much regulate people
cleaning up; a good swift kick seems
to get them moving." When asked
who is the messiest, the unanimous
answer was, "The guys next door."
For the girls above the athletes,
the revelation of the guys' musical
taste was old news, for they can hear
every sweet decibel of their stereo
through the floor. Like the athletes,
the girls are also diverse. Like Mr.
Flutie, Lisa and Cheryl are closet,
heavy metal freakettes, but don't tell
anyone! Meg and Mary, while
unconscious, like to dream of
football players strumming guitars
while serenading them. Jennifer and
Elizabeth, like the ever-funky Mr.
Bell, are also fans of -brace
yourself-Michael J.
Finally, the topic "everyone" on
campus has been waitingfor men.
Sorry guys, they're taken!
-

Jennifer Dritsas

'88

bother some people, it doesn't seem
to me to be a very good record the
BC post office is maintaining for
itself. I would think our postal
workers could take a little more care
to insure the accurate delivery of
students' mail. Whether they believe
it or not, college students do have
written correspondence in which
time is critical. If a letter is
misdirected, it may take an
additional day for the intended
recipient of that letter to receive it.
In fact, they may never receive it if
the unintended recipient does not
take the time to hand it back to a
postal clerk and inform them that it
was misdelivered! I feel that it is a
little unreasonable to ask someone
to wait a week for a delivery he or
she should have received in two
days. It's about time this problem is
brought to light so that our post
office might realize the costs of their
errors, and consequently increase
the accuracy with which they deliver
our letters. They can't do any worse,
let's let them show us that they can
do better.
David A. Kania
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Commentary Jeff Theilman

Tacna needs your help
Thirteen-year-old Sebastian
Delgado Mamani rubbed his eyes
and tiredly struggled to his feet. The
Peruvian boy had been awakened
by the movements of his mother,
father, two younger brothers and
one sister. All six slowly lifted
themselves from their common bed
of blankets and cardboard which
was carefully placed over the sand
floor of their home.
Sebastian was the oldest of the
group in the bed so he had to sleep
with only one warm body next to
him. His brother has it lucky, he
thought. He has bodies on both
sides of him.
Sebastian's oldest brother Elias, a
man of 20, laid on his own bed, a
cot that he had bought with money
he earns as a loborer. Elias sleeps at
the other end of the five by three
meter room. He's been buying new
clothes lately, coming home late,
and sometimes not coming home at
all. Surely, it wouldn'be long before
Elias left the family to go to a big city
like nearby Arequipa or Lima,
where there was more work and
more to do.
The father, who is called
Inocencio, staggered to his knees,
but his tired body and mind were in
no shape to greet a new day.
Inocencio looked for an intstant at
his home, walled and roofed by
"esteras,' or a thatch-like material,
cardboard, and some scrap metal
that he had chanced upon.
Everything looked blurry, his head
hurt, and the room spun a bit.
Getting up wasn't worth it this
morning, so he fell back to sleep.
Inocencio's a laborer like his
oldest son. His job finished the day
before, so he and his friends went
to a local bar to ponder where they
would work next. They came to no
conclusions. There wasn't much to
work to be had. They were
"eventuales," people who went
from one job to another, working
without any legal protection and
earning between 40 and 50 dollars
a month.
The mother, Margarita, a woman
who did no treach five feet and who
weighed no more than 90 pounds,
looked despondently at her
husband. She held back tears; she
didn't want to cry in front of her
children. "Damn him," she
muttered. "Where will we get
money for bread?"
Margarita could never find work.
Her Spanish was poor. Three years
ago she and her family had come
from a nearby mountain region
called Puno to Tacna, which lies on
the southern Peruvian desert coast,
just above the Chilean border. In
Puno, the natives spoke Aymara,
and in the house the family
generally conversed in the same
native tongue.

They lived for a while with some
relatives in another shanMown, but
nine months ago they decided to
strike out on their own and move
here, to 'Association Manuel

Seoane.' The members of this new
invasion on the outskirts of Tacna
decided to name their association
after Manuel Seoane, who was a
famous member of the Peruvian
Parliament in the 19305. They
hoped that the name of an admired
figure from the ruling class could
ensure that they would be protectd
and accepted.
However, after eight months in
this association, the people had no
running water, electricity or a
sewage system. In fact, many
families had built small tanks of
cement and brick to hold water sold
to them by the municipal
government. Some, like the
Delgado-Mamani family, did not
have a tank and had to buy water
from neighbors.
So, while his mother lit a small
kerosene burner, Elias ran to a
neighbor and purchased some
water. When her son returned,
Margarita filled the tea kettle. Today,
like every day, each family member
would eat a piece or two of bread
with some tea before leaving the
house. There was never anything
else for breakfast. Before eating,
Elias and Sebastian splashed a little
water on their faces and hair.
Sebastian did his best to imitate his
older brother, who patted his hair
down with a comb.
After quickly gulping the hot tea
and bread, Sebastian grabbed his
'lustrine,' the box he uses to hold his
shoe- shine materials, and
accompanied his older brother, who
patted his hair down with a comb.
As the younger children played,
Margarita sat down on a box,
hunched her shoulders and drew
her skirt close to keep warm from
the morning cold. She tucked her
long, beaded hair into her shirt
collar and massaged her toes, which
poked through her well-worn shoes.
A silent stream of tears rolled
down Margarita's face as she
thought of her baby who had
recently died, just days after it was
born. It simply could not live
through the cold of Tacna's harsh
desert climate. She tried to
concentrate on better things, and
her thoughts drifted to her 15 year
old daughter Cregoria who had
escaped this misery. She had gotten
work as a maid for a wealthy family
in town. Gregoria received a free
room, three meals a day, and a little
stipend of about nine dollars a
month. She had very little to give to
her family but came to visit and chat
with her mother on her days off.
Margarita relished those visits
because not only could she see her
daughter but she could listen to
stories of wealthy people and the
high life they lived.
Margarita dreamed of working
and putting together enough money
so that she could work in the
contraband market, which sells
goods illegally smuggled from
Chile. Some of her friends had come

Puno and had made
lots of money from contraband. In
fact, one relative who had done so
was building a two-story house, and
she dreamed one day of doing the
to Tacna from

same.

Sebastian was the family's hope.
He never disappointed his mother.
He worked every day from 7 am to
spm shining shoes in the streets of
Tacna and making about 50 intis or
one dollar daily. He used some of
it for his lunch at a local popular
kitchen and for the bread and sweets

that he bought during the day. But,

he gave the rest to his mother, never
to his father because he wasn't sure
how he would spend it. Today, like
many days, Sebastian had to be the

family's breadwinner.
Sebastian is small for a
thirteen-year-old; he is a bit shorter
than his mother. He has a fat belly,
probably due to the candies that he
likes to eat while he's working on
the streets. In addition, he has a
chronic skin infection because he
doesn't wash well, and a doctor says
that he is undernourished.
He spends all day looking for
shoes to shine. Like any boy who
works on the streets he la\ks shop
with his friends, looks for food, and
hunts for money. He guards his shoe
shine kit well and makes sure that
nobody robs from it. Sebastian is
one of the lower-keyed boys among,
his group of friends. He avoids fights
and hasn't got into the theft
business. Some boys steal hubcaps,
side-mirrors on cars, and other
objects and in turn sell these items
in a local black market. A group of
boys that he once knew worked for
an older man who organized kids
into teams of thieves. One was a
lookout and another was the robber.
They made good money, more than
anyone who shined shoes.
Sebastian wanted no part of that. It
was too risky.
Like everyone else in the streets,
he looks after himself. Sebastian
learned long ago that he couldn't
worry much about his friends. If he
spotted a potential customer or if a
well- dressed man signaled that he
wanted a shine, he ran to him as
quickly as possible, elbowing at
those who tried to get his prize. If
he didn't move fast, he would be left
with no money. More than once a
bigger boy had pushed him down
and left him in the dust, and many
times he had been robbed or beaten
up. Talking a lot and showing off
didn't pay off in the streets.
Sebastian had to be tough and had
to work alone to survive. It was
every man for himself.

Sebastian's day ends around five
in the afternoon, just when it starts
to get cold and he begins to feel
tired. He arrives home around six,
gives his money to his mother,
changes into his school uniform (all
children in Peru wear grey and
white uniforms), and heads to
school with his two younger

How you can help

Jeff:

Jeff's work as a Boston College International Volunteer
in Tacna ends in March of 1988. Two new volunteers
come in November and will train with Jeff until March.
They will be trained by Colegio Cristo Rey, a mission
of the California Province of Jesuits.
With your help and especially with the commitment
of the people in Tacna, construction can be finished
in the next few months and for many years to come
the working children of Tacna and their families will
have a place to learn and grow. If you would like to
help families like Sebastian's, there are two ways to send
a donation.
Please send a check, payable to: The Center for the
Working Child. You may either send it directly to Jeff,
at: Jeff Thielman, Collegio Cristo Rey; Casilla 120;
Tacna, Peru; South America
Or, send the donation, checks only, to McElroy 113,
and We'll pass them along to Jeff.

These contributions are tax deductible under tax
number 941-275-227 of the California Jesuit

exempt

Missionaries.

brothers, is sixth gradeclass starts at
seven pm and ends at 10:30 pm. ot

sweaters and give families a new
source of income.
These programs are designed to

classroom so he has

teach the boys and theirfamilies that
they can be creative, important
people sho have much to give
society. The Center offers them no
easy road to a better life. The
children and their families are taught
that work dignifies their lives and
that by learning new skills and
working hard together they can
overcome the misery that surrounds
them.
Last year, with some students
from the local Jesuit high
school-Colegio Cristo Rev-and
with street children like Sebastian,
Jeff Thielman, a Boston College
graduate who works as a volunteer
teacher, started the Center for the
Working Child. He received a small,
abandoned building from a local
businessman and outfitted it with
plumbing, a kitchen, electricity, and
rooms for recreation and education.
The Center grew with the energy
and enthusiasm of the boys together
with the help of many in Tacna and
in the United States who were
inspired by these boys and their
families' struggles.

all the light bulbs work in his
to strain his
eyes to see the board and his
notebook. He should be in eighth
grade, but like many from the
mountains, he started school late.
There are few schools in the Puno
countryside. Those that do exist are
often a long walk from a peasant's
home, so mothers rarely send their
children to school until they are
eight or so. Some don't send them
at all.
Sleepy-eyed Sebastian does his
best to keep up with the teacher and
the night's lesson. There aren't
enough classrooms for all of Peru's
children so the government has
created a three-session day.and
and his friends studey at
night in a section that is a half-hour's
walk from their own community.
When the three-and-a-half hour
class ends, he and his brothers
lumber through the darkness and
find their way home. After sharing
some bread that Sebastian saved
from his day of work, the threeboys
climb into bed. Sebastian nestles
himself into the familiar folds of the
blanket and is asleep immediately;
another grueling work day has
ended and antoher one will begin
in a little more than six hours.
On Saturdays and occasionally
during weekday afternoons,
Sebastian takes a break from work
and heads to the Center for the
Working Child. There, if just for a
short time, he and other boys who
wash cars, shine shoes, and sell
newspapers in the streets of Tacna,
feel important and can really be
children. The Center offers more
than 60 working boys recreation
activities, an art class, a free milk
program, a theater class, free
medical and dental attention by a
trained social worker. In addition,
it offers sewing/weaving classes for
mothers. Soon a full-scale shop will
produce products like rugs and

Heights Editorial Policy

In less than a year, the Center has
outgrown this building and needs a
new one. Permission was given by
the local governmentto build a new
center on a 10,000 square foot piece
of land. Plans are being made to

build facilities for reading and
writing classes for mothers like
Margarita, two rooms for production
of sewing goods, and space for a
good cafeteria, lunchroom and
recreation area. The street children
and their families have pledged to
work together to construct their new
center. The mothers who attent the
sewing class have said that as soon
as the material arrives they'll begin
mixing cement and laying bricks.
Local businessmen and the city
government have also pledged their
support. But, the Center needs
outside help.

Editorials are written by the editor in chief and are based on the opinion of a majority of
the editorial board named above. Commentary and opinion in news sports and on the
op-ed page are labeled commentary opinion, or news analysis and are the opinion of the
author. Entertainment reviews and advice/opinion columns in the Review section are the opinion of the author. Comment and opinion do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the editorial
board or of The Heights Inc.
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Urban Immersion Program instituted
By BOB CHERRY

Heights Staff Writer
During the winter recess of this
academic year, 18 Boston College
students and two Chaplains, Robert
Braunreuther, SJ and Kerry Maloney
will spend 10 days in Boston as part
of an Urban Immersion Program.
The rationale behind the Urban
Immersion Program is to provide
students with opportunities for
"immersion service" in the Boston
neighborhoods.
The Program will begin January
Bth of next year and last until
January 16th. All 18 students and
both BC Chaplains will live at the
Christians for Urban Justice (CUJ)
headquarters in Codman Square of
Dorchester, a neighborhood of
Boston.
Program Projects involving the
housing
students
include
rehabilitation and construction for
low-income families in Dorchester,
outreach to elderly residents of
Dorchester through the Kit Clark

Senior House and meal preparation
and service in one of Boston's
shelters.
Fr. Braunreuther feels the Urban
Immersion Program will allow the
students to connect the past with the
present since Boston College was
orginally founded in 1863 to
provide an education for students
from low-income families of
Boston's neighborhoods.
"It is a remembering for the
students to realize where BC came
from
a returning to our roots with
the city of Boston," Braunreuther
said.
"The Urban Immersion Program
looks to the past, the present and to
the future."
The Urban Immersion Program
will bring the Boston College group
into direct contact with the poor and
their environment.
"It is an opportunity to actually
live with the poor and experience
their problems first-hand. Poverty
will now have a face, it is a reality
and not just an abstract situation,"
?

Modeling
Great potential for a career
n m °deling deserves the
guidance of Modeling
Career Concepts, a long
established consulting firm run

L* JlIIn'I

commented Fr. Braunreuther.
"The Immersion Program raises
our own prejudices about people
who are unlike us and make us
aware of our own predisposition,"
said Maloney.
"It will stretch our limits, making
us aware of our misconceptions and
conceptions of others and of
ourselves," she added.
Seminars throughout the week
will inform the participants about
various issues such as housing and
homelessness, the economics of
hunger and the theology of justice.
Encouraging students to be more
aware of the social injustices and
dilemmas in their own surroundings
and providing service to their

Seven receive O'Neill awards
interest earned from the 1.4 million
dollars raised at a Washington, D.C.

By CHRISTOPHER KARAGHEUZOFF
Heights Staff Writer

testimonial dinner that recognized
O'Neill's fifty years of public
service.
Students eligible to receive the
award are those who are from
Massachusetts. They must live in the
Eighth Congressional District, the
region which O'Neill represented
for many years.
The scholarships are awarded

The Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr.
Scholarships for the 1987-88
academic year have been awarded
to seven Boston College students.
The scholarship was established
in 1986 by O'Neill, BC alumnus
and former Speaker of the US House
of Representatives.
The scholarship is funded by

TELEMARKETERS
sales

-

,

neighbors is not the only focal point College will be able to nurture a
lasting relationship with Christians
for Urban Justice through the return
Program.
"It will be a wonderful of urban immersion students to CUJ
community building program. for occasional volunteer work and
Because living quarters are tight for through annual sponsorship of an
the students, it will enable us to get immersion retreat.
to know each other as well as the
neighbors whom we are serving,"
"Boston College has a long
said Maloney.
tradition of putting their students to
"Poor people aren't just people the service of the community. I hope
who can give. They have a spiritual that the Urban Immersion Program
wealth they can share with others," can become part of that tradition,"
Braunreuther said.
ended Maloney.
"It is a faith experience as well as
This Monday evening at 4:00 in
a human experience."
St. Joseph's ChapeKGonzaga Hall,
Both Fr. Braunreuther and Upper Campus) an informational
Maloney hope that through the meeting will take place concerning
Urban Immersion Program, Boston the Urban Immersion Program.

behind the Urban Immersion

not a
job
DAYS: MONDAY SATURDAY
EVES: SUNDAY THURSDAY

Begin your career now.
Call for an individual
consultation.
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Flexible hours full & part time
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each year strictly to Boston College
students who have maintained at
least a 2.5 grade point average. They
must demonstrate not only financial
need but academic promise.
This year, the scholarship grants
range from $2500 to $7500, the
amount dependent not only on
students' financial needs, but on
interest earned by the fund.
Scholarship recipients for this
academic year are Mary Lee, '91, of
Cambridge, $4500; Lisa Sheehan,
'91, of Watertown, $5100; Shawn
Spencer, '91, of Arlington, $2500;
Theresa Tobin, '91, of Brighton,
$5000; Tracy Desmond, '90, of
Somerville, $7500; Joseph Kavey,
'88, of Waltham, $4000; and Linda
Murray, '88, of Watertown, $4000.
While the vast majority of this
year's winners have graduated,
Desmond's scholarship was
renewed this academic year,
making her a two-time recipient of
the six scholarship winners last year.
Students, page 12
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Win $100

Women strive for professions
life need reconstruction according
Values such as work
first and relationships second are in
Mcßroom's words "suppressing our
spirit and our happiness."
to Mcßroom.

Boston College welcomed
Patricia Mcßroom, author of The

Third Sex: The New Professional

Woman, on Tuesday, October 20th
as she spoke on the difficult issues
confronting today's career woman.
Mcßroom was greeted with a
warm reception.

BC Sociology professor Dr.
Sharlene Hesse-Biber introduced
Mcßroom with a brief address
relating The Third Sex to the study
of women in the work force.
an anthropologist
Mcßroom,
presently of the University of
California at Berkeley, began by
personal
describing
her
disillusionments growing up
concerning women's equality. She
experienced the era of segregated
want ads between the sexes.
According to
Mcßroom,
inequality is monetarily evident
with women earning approximately
sixty percent of what a man earns.
The fact that men have a better
chance of having family and career
more than women was also used to
demonstrate her point.
Mcßroom described the division
of labor between the sexes with
women as nurturers and men as
producers. These are not innate
characteristics but ones that society
created, according to her studies.
Mcßroom sees this gender role
development as a consequence of
the Industrial Revolution when men
were physically separated from
home and family.
She draws parallels to the warrior
culture of the western world.
Within this culture, men are taken
from the mothers rearing at puberty
and brutally initiated into manhood.
Signs of weakness are associated
with women and heavy penalties
are paid for this behavior. This
method imposes gender identity
and disassociates these youths from
women. Mcßroom believes that
these circumstances are not
predestined but culturally learned
and thus able to be altered.
Mcßroom describes women as
becoming emancipated or "more
like men" and stresses that this is not
equality but an incomplete
revolution.
In the speaker's opinion, women
nave ceasea ro noia up tneir part ot
the family responsibility when
working and now "one half of the
sky is falling in." For men and
women today the important
question is who will take care of the
family. Men are forced to share
more of the responsibility as a
solution to this problem, according
to Mcßroom.
Today, financial necessity is one
of the key factors for the importance
of women working in the work
force, Mcßroom said. She does not
see women returning to the home.
Her recommendations suggest
efforts at changing society's
expectations. According to
Mcßroom, the fact that sixty percent
of executive women are childless is
one response. However, it is not the
only solution.
Through attempting to change the
foresees a
system, Mcßroom
successful integration of corporate
life and family.
However, the values of corporate

She advises women to learn to say
no to the corporation, to the boss
and to the many demands of the
home. The answers to striking a
balance between work and family
are within society's reach, according
to McCroom. She views the fact that
one million children ages 1-3 years
old are being raised by male parents
as an optimistic sign of progress
toward this integration.
Mcßroom ended on a positive

2 guesses for $1

You too can help the Appalachia Volunteers Group.

note, encouraging women to strive

and said with enthusiasm, "Don't
listen to those who say you can't
have it all because some do!"
This was the first in a series of
forums sponsored by the Women
Studies Program under the
directorship of Professor Marion St.
Onge. This event was co-sponsored
with the School of Management and
the Career Center.
On Thursday, November sth, the
second forum will be held as Sue
Miller, author of The Good Mother,
will be reading from her newest
works at 7:30 pm in McGuinn
auditorium. All are welcome. For
further information call 552-3827.

Come to McElroy Lobby
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Here's what some recent graduates of Annenberg's
Master's in Communications Management are doing:
Suzanne 8., 8.A., French, U.C. Berkeley
Vice President, Programming Sales, ABC Radio
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Senior Vice President, Creative Affairs,
Columbia Pictures-TV
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81R Union St., Newton Center, 965-6400

A Master's from The Annenberg School of Communications, combined with your bachelor's degree, can take
you into a management career in the mass media or
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Paul D., 8.A., English, U. Michigan
Manager, Marketing and Public Policy, Pacific Bell
Sara X., 8.A., Political Science, Duke
Director, Creative Services,
Assoc, of TV Programming Executives

Pam R BA Asian Studies, Mount Holyoke
r Pu b,ic ela ions
:
,r
M ,
St. Paul Medical
Center
-

?;r,
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Karl X., 8.A., Economics, USC
Senior Telecommunications Consultant,
Price watehouse
Wendell E, 8.A., Radio/TV/Film, Northwestern
Manager, Audience and Syndication Research,
Walt Disney Co.

HERE ARE TWO WAYS The Annenberg School,
University of Southern California, Los Angeles,
prepares graduates for their careers.
-.
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Course work in
management of media firms
communications technologies
law and public policy
international communications
diffusion of innovations
communication in organizations
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On the job learning...
internships in Los Angeles
and Washington, D.C.
job placement, while in school and after
access to alumni network

?

?

Please send me more information.
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are as near as your phone

254 9800/9299
388 Washington St.
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Brighton

Pick up and Deliver)/
Student Discount 10%
on dry cleaning
Customized Shirts and Tailoring
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TIUNCH PROM '3.55 I
DINNER PROM 5.45
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By COLLEEN SHIELDS

Heights Staff Writer

Guess the number of Candy Corns in the jar.

Address
City/State/Zip
Currently Attending
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MAIL TO: The Annenberg School of Communications
3502 South Hoover Street, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90089-0281
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Michael P. Esposito, Jr.
Executive Vice President
and

Financial
Chief
invites

Officer

All Boston College students
to join him and his associates
in a discussion of career
opportunities at Chase
?
?

Corporate Finance
Retail Banking

?

Accounting

?

Operations

&

Systems

Tuesday, October 27, 1987
6:00 EM.
McElroy, 2nd Floor
Reception to follow

o

CHASE

ALL

MAJORS WELCOME
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Corey Hill Association leaders step down
Continued from page 1
condominium owners, and
homeowners. Cohen said he
believes that this is one of the
reasons for the split.
Another reason for the split,
according to Cohen, was the
controversy over the differing
support on BC's proposal for the
new Chemistry building.
Cohen said, "The faction group is
definately pro-BC. The (former)

secretary of the old CHNA, Mrs.
Krinsky, is the leader of the group.
She decided that she had to support

Hill association recognized in the registered, it was used to represent
a group, and they can't deny that it
community.
"They broke away from us. They was a used name. We are meeting
thought they could get around it by with legal counsel on Monday to
registering the name with the state. discuss our options. We plan to
We were told that it wasn't necessary protest to the state, if that fails we
to incorporate the name because we will bring it to a legal court," added
were a non-profit group," said Cohen.
Cohen.
When asked about the disputes,
"They can't just take the name, and the incorporation of the name,
even if they do it by legal means. We Fader said that it was normal for
have been told by legal counsel that groups to incorporate. He did not
even though the name wasn't legally mention any of the legal controversy.
Cohen said he believes some of
the trouble started before the battle
over the name. "We asked Mrs.
Krinsky to see the books, and
documentation of the minutes of our
meetings. She hired a lawyer to
investigate parking-one of her
special concerns and we wanted to

anything that BC proposed, because
her husband works for BC; so she
formed her own group."
Krinski maintains that her
husband's employment has nothing
to do with her decisions.
Cohen said that even though the
faction group claims that they are the
only group that can legally use the
name, his group is the only Corey

-

see the minutes to see where in the
minutes this expense had been

voted upon," said Cohen.
He continued, "She made that
decision on her own. She also
refused to let the treasurer see the
financial books, she said she didn't
need to see them. We have gone to
the bank to freeze all the assets of
the Corey Hill Nieghborhood
Association, so that she can't use
them."
Cohen said that his group is not
political, and only has the
community's interests in mind. He
said that his group was not anti-BC.
When asked about his groups
support for BC'c Chemistry building,
Cohen said, "We could not support
the plans for the building because
Neighbors, page 18

To A'vy Singer
Jesus! It wasn't that your turkey eggs weren't
golden; to me they were more unique and priceless
than a Faberge. Our shark died because you didn't
want to belong to a club that would have someone

What can you do with a college LP.?
Show it and get $10.00 off a great
haircut at

like you as a member!

nW rank ly,
The Polymorphously Perverse
Annie Hall
P.S. I'll always like the alternative ending better...

SHESIMAR SALON

-

55 Union Street
Newton Center
tel. 964 9225
964 9297

I

THE CHILD

WITHIN
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A RETREAT FOR ADULT
CHILDREN OF ALCOHLICS
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hours mon. thru sat.
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You'll Need Some
Experience to Land
the Right Job in
Human Services.
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At ARBOR Associates
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field.
Hands-on experience in several
human services programs.
A flexible schedule suited to
your personal and professional
your

We provide temporary staff at all
levels to over 700 human service

programs in eastern Massachusetts.
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Call us,

our programs

need you.

ARBOR Associates, Inc.
15 Court Square Boston, MA 02108
227-8829
Danvers,
Five Elm Street
MA 01923
774-3464
Worcester, MA 01608
390 Main Street
792-3444
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Cunningham looks for a boost in morale
Continued from page 1
He said he doesn't think
increasing the wage will help the
situation very much.

Cunningham said that he believes
that each year it will get tougher and
tougher to find students who really
want to work in Dining Services.
"Every year our student population
appears to get a little more affluent.
The parents have broken their
fannies to send their kids to school,
are less inclined to Want their kids
to work in theirfreshman year, they
want them to study," explained
Cunningham.
Another
problem
that
Cunningham is working on is the
lack of empolyee morale. He wants
to implement a uniform program,
and a student employee of the
month, who would have their
picture displayed in their unit. There
is a possibility that they could also
receive a $25 bonus. He would like
to see this program started by
December or January.
Cunningham wants to continue

I

the intermural sports program, and
would be willing to sponsor social
get togethers for the staff. "I'll do
anything to help the morale," added
Cunningham.
An intensive training program is
also on the list of things to be
worked on. Cunningham said,
"What happens is that we're so
desperate, we'll take anyone who
wants to work. We give them a hat,
and a spoon, and say, 'Go serve.
We don't tell them or show them
how we want to do things. What
happens is that they get frustrated,
we get frustrated, and they quit."
Cunningham is working on a
special point rebate plan for student
employees. Under the regular point
book rebate policy, students receive
a fourty cent on thedollar rebate on
only the last two unused books of
points.

Unfortunately for Dining Services'
student employees, they receive
free meals while they work, they
cannot use all of their points.
Thus, until now, those students
who help out by working many

hours were actually losing money,
because they were not able to get
a rebate on their remaining unused
books.

proposals, to show that the students
are concerned," Cunningham said.
"There's a lot to do, and I'm very
impatient, too," said Cunningham.
He said that it is a very complex
situation, and he doesn't want to
rush into anything, because it may
not be practical or feasible.

Cunningham has been aware of
the mounting unrest of the student
employees. He averted a strike a few
weeks age by telling the
He added, "There are many
representatives that he was doing
"A
is
the best he could do.
strike not alternatives that have to be studied.
I'm working on a five year plan,
going to solve the situation. It's only
going to create longer lines," stated which will include the ideas of all
levels of the University."
Cunningham.
"It's frustrating. They don'tknow
me yet, and they don't know that I
say what I mean. I keep telling them
I'm working on it. It's the same thing
they've heard before over and over.
They tired of hearing that crap. They
won't believe it until they see result,
but there are no results yet. We're
still in the planning stage, and we're Continued from page t
trying to fing the right solutions,"
one college woman in three is either
explained Cunningham.
glad
they've
"I'm
that
made a a victim or attempted victim of rape.
[through
statement
the petition]. It Of these woman, 84% knew the
shows they care about the situation man and one half of these were
too-IVn going Jo attach it to my rapes that took place on a date.

He stresses that time will not be
wasted. "There are a lot of little
things that I've done to make things
better, but I'm running out of the
little thing," said Cunningham.
Keane said that he did not expect
much to result from the petition, but
he wanted to show that the students
were not apathetic to the problems.
He wants to meet with Cunningham
to discuss
the problems,
recommend solutions, and at least
contribute
feedback
to
Cunningham's proposals.

Lt. Tees tells students
to use caution at BC

I

HE'S THE GURU

Towards the end, Tees reiterated
what was said in the movie that
women should plan what they
would do in the event of an attack
so that if it happens they will not
have to stop and think.
"it [BC] is not a dangerouscampus
in my opinion ," Tees added.
However, Tricia Hillman of the
Women's Resource Center said
"Assaults seem more prevalent in
recent years. The college is now
being more open about it, too."
There will be more programs
about safety throughout the year at
Boston College. They will be
sponsored both by the Department
of Housing and the Women's
Resource Center, included in this is
the rescheduled program "Sense on
Safety. Rape is Real." This date is to
be announced.
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Continued from page 8
According to Helen Reynolds, BC
Financial Aid Director, recipients
were not required to complete a
separate application for the award.
Boston College uses students'
submitted financial aid applications
and then begins its selection
through obtaining a list of qualified
candidates.
In initiating "one process tor all
forms of aid," Reynolds stated that
students who may have forgotten or
been unaware of completing
another form are ensured that they
will not be excluded from the
process.

Students are eligible for renewal
of the award, providing they meet
the same academic and financial
requirements.
According to Reynolds, it is the
goal of the trustees of the fund to
have students in each academic year

hold the award. Those who
determine the award recipients
include Reynolds; Senior University
Vice President, James P. Mclntyre;
Assistant Controller for Student
Loans and Accounts, JoyceKing; and
members of the O'Neill family.
Commenting on O'Neill's
relentless contribution to the BC
community, Reynolds stated that
"Boston College should be very
grateful to the Speaker."
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1799 Commonwealth

Aye.

corner of Chiswick and Comm. Aye.

254-8309
Cordially invites you to
enjoy 20% off your next

large pizza order.
Valid with coupon for
take out only, Sept. 15
through Dec. 1, 1987.

Hours 11:00 -11:00
Sun. Sat.
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Football team frustrated by WVU, 37-16

By PAUL-JON McNEALY
Heights Staff Writer

The Boston College football team
was scorched and beaten badly
Saturday against West Virginia
37-16 in what Head Coach Jack
Bicknell described as "a frustrating
loss."
This present football team has
been devastated by injuries (related
story on page 16) and found
highly
themselves
to
be
self-destructive at crucial points in
the games.
The large crowd for BC's
homecoming game was greeted by
a 35 yard Charlie Baumann field
goal four minutes into the game set
up by David Rooney's 26 yard punt
that gave the Mountaineers the ball
at the Eagle's 42 yard line.
Three plays later, Mountaineer
quarterback, Major Harris, found
wide receiver Grantis Bell flying by
BC defensive back Vinnie Munn for
a touchdown, and the Eagles all of
a sudden found themselves in a
futile game of catch-up football.
BC started their next drive at their

own 20, with freshman tailback Tim
Frager in the game due to injuries

Jim Bell and Mike Sanders, who
both saw the game from the

to

sidelines.
After threefirst downs, BC found
themselves frustrated and was

forced to punt. Rooney's attempt
kept things interesting as it nearly
took out the water cooler on the BC
bench.
"I have no answers," said Coach
Jack Bicknell. "The defense was
struggling, we have no confidence
in the secondary, and it's not
because I'm not mad, I'm trying to
help them."
West Virginia fullback Undra
Johnson coughed up the bal I and BC
outside linebacker Bill Thompson
covered it to give the Eagles the ball
on their own 47.
After a nice run by Tracy Giles
and Power finding Darren Flutie
down the middle, BC found itself at
first and ten at the West Virginia 22.
Alumni Stadium went wild when
Power found Flutie again, this time
in the endzone, only to be called
back on an illegal procedure
penalty.

On the following play, Power
scrambled around the right side
when West Virginia blitzed with 6
men, and continued down to the 7
yard line.
Giles then drove hard down to the
one yard line, and Power followed
right guard Doug Widell in on a
keeper on the next play for a
touchdown, and a patented Brian
Lowe extra point saw BC now
trailing only 10-7.

BC's next possession found
themselves putting together a nice
drive led by a smooth run by Frager.
It was a 34 yard run sprung by a
crushing block by fullback Jon
Bronner.

The Eagles continued down to
2nd and goal at the 9 yard line. Brian
Schoenle, the starting center who
was injured, came in, and on the
ensuing play, Power fumbled the
snap, and it was kicked back past
Power by Schoenle.
"It's my fault," said Bicknell. "I
rushed him back in the game. He's
had a week of practice, and I wanted
See self-confidence, page 15.
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All-Big East honors for Harriers
By GEORGE RODRIGUEZ

Heights Staff Writer

junior Gina Braz. Braz who is
missing the season due to injury
would have played an important
role in the final team scores.

The day was sunny and the air
was crisp. The crowds at Franklin
With Braz, the Eagles would have
Park were in a euphoric state over had four runners in the top fifteen
something called cross-country spots and that would have been a
running and with good reason: The totally different slory when it would
Ninth Annual Big East Men's have come down to the final results.
and Women's Cross-COuntry
At the end oft le meet, the Lady
Harriers would fi lish fourth out of
Championships were in full swing.
By the end of the day the Boston nine teams with a total of 99 points.
College Eagles would make their Providence wouk end up claiming
names known to the Cross-Country the second place team title, as the
world as they would prove to be Wildcats of Villanova sucessfully
competitivewith a field of national defendedthe title they captured last
class competitors.
year.
r~

The women's race was heralded
with such names as: Vicki Huber
from Villanova, who was last years
champion and a NCAA outdoor
All-American, Christine Brough
from Georgetown, who hailed from
New York State as one of the States
most acclaimed Prep runners and
Siobhan Gallagher, who finished
third in last years meet representing
the Friars of Providence.
The Lady Eagles had their work
cut out for them, but in their
tradition they hung as tough as any
team could hope.
The Eagles were led by the likes
of senior co-captain Jennifer
Weekes. Weekes gave BC a solid
showing in the meet, as she placed
a solid eighth place finish with a
time of 18:24 for the 5,000 meter
course. Following Weekes was
senior Allison Quelch, who
contributed to the team scorering
with a thirteenth place finish.
Senior Jenny Beck made claim to
a fifteenth place finish, to also
contribute to the Eagles scoring. All
three attained All-Big East honors for
their fine performances. However,
despite the solid running from the
top three scorers, the Eagles left
much to be desired in their fourth
and fifth scorers.
"What we are dealing with are
three solid runners up front, but we
have no solid veteran talent "to
wrapup the team performance. We
are relying mostly on a group of
talented yet unexperienced
freshman runners," commented
Head Coach Randy Thomas on the
women's overall team performance.
Another factor missing from this
Eagle squad was the role played by

After Thomas delivered his
inspiring pep talk to his men's
varsity cross-country squad, the day
seemed to be off to a great start.
But discouraging events began
when, within a matter of minutes,
the men's van broke down along
question ofwhether or not the men's
question of whether or not the mens
team would make it to their race on
time was up in the air.
Despite a rather worry causing
situation, Thomas in a very calm and
urbane fashion, not to mention with
the help of Tufts' field hockey ace
Susan Denca, managed to get his
entire team to Franklin Park as
scheduled.

yard lead in front of second place,
Rocha looked smooth.
Around the third mile John
Trautman,
sophomore
the
All-American from Georgetown,
made a move to close in on Rocha,
but Rocha opened the lead up
another ten more yards to finalize
his personal victory.
"I wasn't out to run a meet record.
As a matter of fact, I slowed down
some toward the end but with about
fifty yards left I saw the clock and
I knew I had some chance of getting
the record." Rocha commented.
However, cross-country is not a
one man sport. It takes five people
to score and this week the harriers
fell asleep.

by

Steve

Fitzparick
Vincent Munn and the Eagle defense couldn't hold the Mountaineers.

Women's Soccer

BC loses cliffhanger
By ANIL

ADYANTHAYA

Hoping to further entrench
themselves
into
national
prominence, the 20th ranked
Boston College women's soccer
team took on the University of
Massachusetts Friday night at

"Our runners treated this race Alumni Stadium.
Unfortunately, the Eagles lost to
with the same attitude they had for
the Greater Boston Championships. the 2nd ranked team in the nation,
The Bir East is not the Greater 2-1.
In the early minutes of the match,
Boston's, it is four times the race in
the Eagles had trouble moving the
terms of competition,"said Thomas.
ball against the quick UMass team.
"At the Greaater Boston's, we ran in
The first eight minutes were played
a conservative way for the first half
primarily
in the BC half of the field.
and worked the second. Here at the
During this period, BC senior
Big East we were never in the race."
"We need to run as a team, not tri-captain and goalie Maggie Basa
made two outstanding plays to
as seven individuals," commented
thwart
UMass corner kicks.
Plissey.
senior Co-Captain Paul
Beginning with the next ten
Plissey ended up being the Eagles'
second scorer with a twentieth place minutes, the Eagles solidified their
finish. Juniors George Grant (28), play and as a result came away with
Mike Hersom (29) and Mike several good attempts, none of
Despite the early scare, the Eagles
Pieroni (43) rounded out the team which resulted in a score.
Meanwhile, the Eagle defense
wouldgooutand provetheirabilities points, as they amassed 119 points.
to the rest ot tne conference. The
The Hoyas of Georgetown was shutting down the Minutemen
Eagles would end up with a fifth
successfully defended their team as well.
With twenty-two minutes to go in
place finish, out of nine teams, but
title by only making claim to a total
the first half, UMass, after a corner
the maroon and white of the Eagles'
of 33 points.
meet uniforms would stick in the
Next week are the New England kick, had the ball right in the penalty
they
head of every spectator as
Championships and the Eagles will area. However, BC was able toclog
witnessed senior Joe Rocha blaze to
be facing off against Keene State, the middle and prevent even a shot
championship
title.
the individual
attempt.
UMass, UConn and Providence.
With eighteen minutes left, Basa
It would mark the second time in
three years that an Eagle harrier
"This team has alot of talent and alertly stopped a shot which had
would capture an individual title; reliable dedicated runners. This been fired from about forty yards.
the first being John Clopeck in 1985.
team can do anything it wants," said
The Eagles had a close call with
sixteen minutes left as Basa went
Rocha ran with a fury that brought
Thomas.
him only two seconds off the meet
But on Saturday, it couldn't, as it high into the penalty area and,
somehow, the ball got behind her,
was a singular person, Joe Rocha.
record. His final time: an astounding
23:57 for the five mile course!
who brought back a title to the leaving the net wide open.
Heights. Rocha is an intense Fortunately, a BC defender was able
Rocha clearly avenged the loss he
suffered to Gerry O'Reilly of
to clear the ball before a UMass
individual with a desire to win.
player
East.
mission.
could pounce on it.
Big
year's
Villanova at last
"I have a
I want to make it
Mission
Seven
Stahr,
the
All-American
from
to
the
Nationals.
I
have
a
minutes later, another goal
Mike
play
was made by junior
saving
Rocha
a
race
for
and
will
it."
gave
prove
Georgetown,
I
added,
before
the
"He
is
a
young
Johanson,
right
mile.
Thomas
Kris
when she headed
the first
But
this
race
man
with
a
mission
and
he
mile,
Rocha
made
can
the
ball
from
in
front of the Eagle
second
all his own. Maintaining a 15 to 20
succeed. That is really admirable." net.

The scoreless tic was broken with
4:12 remaining when UMass'

Debbie Belkin launched a
crossfield pass to Beth Roundtree,
who fired into the net, the ball just
tipping off Basa's hands.
The last minute of the half saw
Basa make two more excellent
plays, one being a sliding tackle in
a one on one situation. BC coach
Susanna Kaplan was extremely
pleased with the play of her
goaltender.
"Basa played phenomenally,"
said Kaplan.
BC's netminder had four saves in
thefirst halfcompared to the UMass
goalie, who had one.
Despite the fact they were down
a goal, the Eagles came out inspired
and the good sized crowd got
behind them.
"We were intense," said

Kaplan.

But with 29:26 left, the
Minutemen's Michelle Powers
lofted a centering pass which Susan
Gaudette headed past Basa to give
UMass a 2 0 lead.
The Eagles remained persistent
and, little more than a minute later,
sophomore Katie Connelly had a
free kick which she powered at the
net, but right to the goalie.
With twenty minutes left, BC
appeared to have a good play
developing, but Connelly's shot
bounced wide.
By the time the last minutes of the
match rolled around, UMass
seemed firmly in command. The
Eagles looked like they would be
shut out.
Yet with only a minute to go, the
Eagles ruined the shutout bid by
getting a corner kick in front of the
crowded net. Senior tri-captain
Betsey Ready was able to knock the
ball in. The assist went to Connelly
The score now stood 2 1,
-

-

UMass.

See loss, page 15.
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Notes
BC

WV

16
21
4-13
30.8%
277
72
3.8
132
49
2.6
145
9-74
23-14
2
5 35.4
0
107
1-3
6-104
0-0
4-35
3-2
2
2

37
23
6-13
46.2%
438
72

Team Statistics

FINAL SCORE
FIRST DOWNS
THIRD DOWN ATT. CON.
THIRD DOWN %
TOTAL NET YARDS
Total Offensive Plays
Average Cain Per Play
NET. YARDS RUSHING
Total Rushing Plays
Average Gain Per Rush
NET. YARDS PASSING
QB Sacked Yards Lost
PASS ATTEMPTS COMP.
INTERCEPTIONS THROWN
PUNTS: NO. AND AVERAGE
Punts Blocked
TOTAL RETURN YARDS
No. Yards Punt Return
No. Yards Kick Return
No. Yards Int. Return
PENALTIES NO. YARDS
FUMBLES NO. LOST
TOUCHDOWNS
Rushing
Passing
EXTRA POINTS MADE ATT.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

FIELD GOALS MADE ATT.
TIME OF POSSESSION
-

-

0

1-2
1-1
28:57

6.1

282
62
4.5
156
3-22
10-7
0

4 34.8
0
-

132
2-6
4-92
2-34
9-96
3-2
4

3
'1
4-4
3-3

31:03

Heights
Phot
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Steve

Fitzparick
Jim

Turner failed to score during BC's

Defense
lacks
confidence
from page 13.
play him. The ball was never
brought up."
"Our relationship was not there.
It's not his fault," said Power. "I'm
not going to worry about it. I can't."
It was a key turnover because a
touchdown, or at least a field goal,
would have tied the game or given
BC the lead, momentum could have
changed...no need to further dwell
on what could have been.
What was. Pittsburgh transfer A.B.
Brown continued his fine running
[20 carries, 111 yards] two drives
later and set Baumann up for his
second field goal of the day, this one
being good from 27 yards. West
Virginia increases its lead 13-7.
BC furthered its self-destruction
on the next drive, after Power being

to

25 years of recreation at Plex
By

JAMES MURPHY

Boston College attempts not only
to develop the mind of an

individual but also to develop the
body of an individual. In this, the
university hopes that an active body
will foster an active mind.
One way that students are able to
keep active, healthy bodies is by
working out at the Flynn Recreation
Complex.
"The Plex allows the students to
let off steam from their rigorous
academic schedules," said Assistant
Director of Admissions Sherman
Rosser, an administrator well
qualified in judging healthy
academic minds.
The Plex is considered to be very
importantto the admissions staff and
they require that the Plex be one of
the essential stops when taking tours
around the campus. Rosser
commented, "We like to show
people that the students are not only
academically stimulated but also
socially stimulated."
The Plex first opened in March of
1972. Ever since the opening, the
Plex has strived to meet the
demanding needs of the students at
BC. In 1976 the Plex was blessed
with a new addition of an excellent
fieldhouse, thus increasing the size
which now covers 114,000 square
feet.
The Plex was designed by Daniel
Tully in a very unique way. It takes
the shape of a hyperbolic parabaloid
with pre-cast stone concrete
aggregate walls and dark wooden
beams supporting a light, southern
pine ceiling. The Plex is definitely
an excellent recreational facility.
The Plex offers numerous
activities for the student body. There
are racquetball, squash, indoor and
outdoor tennis courts, volleyball,
wrestling, and basketball courts, a

batting cage, as well as Universal
and Nautilus weight machines, and
an indoor track. There is also an
indoor swimming pool and spa with
a separate diving pool.
The most popular of recreational
activities is basketball according to
John Kane, Director of Recreation at
the Plex. But Kane added that the
life cycles and nautilus equipment
are getting very popular. There were
only two life cycles last year and
now there are six. Kane believes in
offering the students everything that
he can. "You can definitely get your
wants and needs satisfied at the
Plex," stated Kane.
The Plex was built as a
recreational outlet for the students.
There was definitely a need for
recreation so in 1972 the students
went to Bill Flynn, Athletic Director,
to propose a plan to build a
recreational facility. Well, both
parties agreed that the only way it
could happen was to have the
students pay annual dues every year
in their tuition.
The fee is s B5 a year and Terry
Lavin, Assistant Director of
Recreation and Director of
Intramurals, finds no problem with
the money due to the fact that the
Plex offers so much. Lavin stated,
"No other sports club in Boston
with so many activities offers s B5 a
year. Its cheap compared to other
high priced clubs."
The Plex is open to all undergraduate students, faculty, staff, and
full-time graduate students. There
are roughly about 1,000 people
who walk through the turnstyle
every day and, out of those 1,000,
there are 52 percent male and 48
percent female.
The Plex isn't open to the public
during the academic school year but
it is open to the public during the
summer months. Kane and Lavin

send out about 9,000 letters each
summer to the public around
Boston inviting them to join for the
summer. Kane commented, "We
always get an incredible response
from the public."
In addition to the recreation at the
Plex, it also offers a diverse
intramural program, varsity and club
sports, and instructional classes
during the academic year.
Freshman Ellen Castruccio
commented, "I really love the Plex
because there are so many different
sports that I can take part in."
One of the many bright spots at
the Plex is Ambrose R. Page
otherwise known as "Amby." He is
in his seventh year of checking
people in and out of the Plex and
he loves his job.
"The kids are super," stated Page.
"I love the kids and the faculty and
that is the main reason why I am
here."
Amby loves to watch the kids
develop over their four years and he
vows to stay forever until they kick
him out; but that probably won't be
for a while as there are plans for
growth.
One of Kane's goals for the future
is to keep on developing the
nautilus and weight program. There
seems to be a constant demand for
more machines and life cycles as
well as more aerobic classes, so the
recreation staff is doing their best to
meet those needs.
"Our number one goal is to reach
out to the students," stated Kane.
Freshman David Philbrick seems to
sum the Plex up the best when he
comments, "As a freshman, not
participating in varsity sports, the

frustrating loss to WVU, 37-16.

sacked a fourth time, when a pass
to Ivan Caesar went off the tips of
his hands and into the awaiting
hands of West Virginia free safety
Terry White at mid-field and
returned it to the BC 40.
It was yet another key turnover,
which were what cost BC the game,
for a score on that drive could have
given BC the lead.
A 41 yard field goal attempt by
Baumann just fluttered through the
uprights as time ran out in the first
half and West Virginia ran into the
locker rooms with a 16 7 lead.
The field goal ended a half that
saw BC being able to put together
only one successful drive. The
defense was unable to come up with
the big play, and the offense was
unable to get on track. Frustration
abounded.
BC's first half struggle included six
first half offensive possesions ended:
punt, punt, punt, TD, fumble,
interception. Self-destruction.
The second half showed little
more as West Virginia marched
down the field on two successive
possesions for two touchdowns.
The Eagles, however, now found
themselves looking a dark shade ot
grey at 30 7. Awfully dark.
Exit Power, enter reliefman Mark
Kamphaus who will continue in that
role.
"Mike Power is my number one
quarterback" said Bicknell.
Kamphaus took the team 61 yards
on 8 plays for a score. The drive was
highlighted by threecatches by Tom
Waddle, and a spectacular run by
Frager for the touchdown.
Frager went wide to the outside
and used his speed to burn three
Mountaineer defendersfor a 10 yard
score. The two point conversion
failed on a highly controversial play
of which the replay justified
Bicknell's outburst because of a
non-called penalty.
-

-

"When you want something [the
touchdown], you go after it," said
Frager, adding that "I'm glad just to
have had the chance to run."
The defense came out fired up for
the next series, as Ed Duran came
up from his weak safety position to
sack Harris. On a third and 12 play,
BC came in with almost everyone
on the blitz, as Dave Nugent, Bill
Romanowski, and Mark Murphy
wrapped up Harris for a ten yard
loss.
After Kamphaus was sacked on
third down of the next possesion,
Matt Kelley fell on the punt that was
fumbled by White, and a personal
foul called on West Virginia as well.
The crowd started to get excited
as they smelt the passing breeze of
a comeback.
Once again,
self-destruction.
The Eagles took overfirst and ten
from the West Virginia 12, and a
score seemed immenent. Giles took
the ball to the 7, and then Bronner
powered to just short of the goal at
the one.
End of the third quarter End of
the drive.
First and goal from the one, a
Kamphaus keeper was stuffed, as
well as ]im Turner trying to power
over the top on his only carry of the
day.
Third and goal spelled the third
key turnover of the afternoon.
Kamphaus fumbled the ball off the
snap from Bill Scavone this time,
and Mountaineer Preston Waters
recovered.
Two quarterbacks. Two centers.
Two fumbles.
Two blown
opportunities. The game gone.
The most devastating loss for the
Eagles came on their last possession
when Kamphaus was sacked three
straight times and was taken off the
field. After being examined in the
locker room he was taken to Saint
Elizabeth's Hospital.
?
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plex gives me an opportunity to
keep in shape and also to participate
in sports for pleasure. The variety of

athletics

the Plex also serves as a
great way to forget about classes for

Fitzpatrid

at

a few hours."

BC opened against Providence and came away with an 8-4 victory.
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Top-ranked Vols face struggling Eagles
BC linebacking corps could have a
big day in doing this if they are to
upset this team.
Tennessee has a dangerous
tandem of wideouts in Anthony
Miller and Terence Cleveland, who
nabbed 36 and 22 passes,
averaging 31.7 points per game.
They held a record of 4 1 1 and respectively, last year.
entered last weekend's contest
Another capable receiver is
William
heavy
Howard, the Vols fullback,
against Georgia Tech as
who
only
favorites to rebound from their
also found time to be the third
loss of the season to Alabama two leading rusher in the SEC last year.
Defensively, the Orange and
weeks ago.
Offensively,the leader of the team White is led by Mark Hovanic, a
was skilled junior quarterback Jeff
senior defensive tackle who has had ANTHONY MILLER
Francis, who suffered an ankle a team high fourteen sacks the last Victor Peppers. Both have excellent
injury in Tennessee's win over two seasons. Another defensive speed, but will be tested by BC's
Georgia Tech Saturday. Coach force is inside linebacker Kelly sophisticated offense.
Majors will look for either junior Ziegler who led the team in tackles
Overall, the Tennesseeballclub is
Randy Sanders or freshman Sterling last year with 99. But perhaps the deep, talented, and speed-oriented,
Henton. Both saw action against the most important part of the Vols with a strong offense, and an
Wreck.
game plan will rest their secondary, adequate defense. Both BC and UT
The star of this Vol team is clearly which will have to try to hold the can score points in a hurry, and the
freshman sensation running back trio of Power, Flutie, and Waddle in key for this game may lie on the
effectiveness of both teams defense
Reggie Cobb. Cobb is one of the top check.
The Vols are blessed with two in holding the offensive firepower
ten backs in the nation in yardage,
experienced to a minimum.
and
and danced by Georgia Tech talented
seniors Terry
The "easy" part of the schedule
Saturday for 140 yards. He is the key cornerbacks,
to the Tennessee offense, and the
McDaniel (68 tackles last year), and is over; now comes the hard part.
Led by Coach Johnny Majors, the
Vols possess the tenth best team
winning percentage (.680) in the last
ninety seasons of college football.
This year they feature one of the
nation's most explosive offenses,
-

By PAUL KAYATA

Heights Staff Writer
Now that the "easy" stretch of the
schedule is over, the Boston College
football team must set its sights on
the difficult task ahead of them.
They face contests against
Tennessee, Notre Dame, and
Syracuse, all top twenty teams, and
the last two games are on the road.

According to the national
rankings, and considering the game
is to be played at Alumni stadium,
the Eagles' match against the
Tennessee Volunteers (ranked
sixteenth in the country) may be the
easiest of their next three games.
That gives you an idea of the plight
BC faces, for the Tennessee football
team is, and has been, one of the
best programs in the country.

Oliver bolsters offense

By ANDREA MUNSTER
Heights Asst. Sports Editor

"He's such a good guy," is a
phrase often used to describe Jeff
Oliver, BC's oldest offensive tackle.
Besides being a "good guy," he's
also one of the few offensive
lineman that have remained healthy
this season.
Not only has Oliver been healthy
this year, he has never missed a
game or practice since he arrived at
the Heights.
Jeffrey Peter Oliver is a fifth year
senior from Delhi, New York.
During his senior year, Oliver was
recruited by Perm State, Syracuse,
West Virginia, and UCLA as well as
BC. "He was heavily recruited, we
went head to head with PSU,"
recalled head coach Jack Bicknell."
Luckily for the Eagles, Oliver
chose BC. "It was a program on its
way up. I wanted to go somewhere
that I could help," said Oliver.
Freshman year, Oliver did not
make the squad and was red-shirted.
"I wanted to gain strength and put
on weight," commented Oliver.
"He wasn't ready to play freshman
year, he had developmental time to
go through," said Bicknell.
Sophomore and junior years
Oliver worked on special teams
realizing his goal of making the
traveling team by sophomore year.
By the end of Oliver's senior year,
he was an indispensible member of
the offensive line. "He's very
dependable. You don't have to worry
about the tackle position, Jeff is
always there," said Bicknell.
Oliver's football talents are not
what makes him "such a good guy."
It could be the friendly way he treats
strangers on campus or his support

of the younger players or maybe his
hellos to the Campus School kids
that make their days.
Whatever it is, Bicknell likes it.
"He is a good example for the
players. He's in control-and has his
priorities straight, you can always
count on him."
But for all of his qualities and
abilities, Oliver is not recognized
often. In a season that has seen more
injuries than survivals, Oliver has
been a key member of the constantly
changing offensive line.
"The people I'm playing next to
have never played. I like to talk to
them and keep them going," said
Oliver.
Even though he's quiet, Oliver is
a "steadying influence." This year
Bicknell appreciates the leadership
Oliver has dffered to the young
players. "He's going to do his own
job and then help people next to
him," said Bicknell.
What does the future hold?
"1 love this place," said 'Ollie,' but
that doesn't keep him from looking
to the future. "I would love to play
for the Buffalo Bills."
But if he doesn't make the NFL,
Oliver will continue his education.
Currently he is taking marketing
courses and next semester he hopes

a lot of college athletes.
His philosophy is realistic and
practical. "In order to realize your
potential you can't wait for things to
happen to you. You have to attack it."
quiet
Because
of
this

By PETER DUBOSE

Heights Staff Writer
to struggle

-

game.

to get into an MBA program. But

Oliver admits that the lure of the
NFL is strong.
"If I didn't try I would never know

Offensive tackle Jeff Oliver

if I could have made it, and I would
always wonder."
Bicknell agrees. "I don't think he's
at his peak yet. It is wise to to give
it (NFL) a shot."
In the meantime Oliver will
continue to do the things that make
him a "good guy," but without the
fanfare and attention that surrounds

and Brown to the tune of 1 0.
The team bounced back with a
2 1 victory over Providence
College in overtime on Saturday,
October 17th, but then lost to
Rhode Island in another poor
offensive effort on Tuesday.
The team is led in scoring by
David Sullivan, who has four goals
and one assist for nine points.
Defensively, the team has Ara
Barsamian, the only senior on a
young team that has a plethora of
talented players who should bounce
back next season if they can rebuild
their confidence.
The remaining games should be
a test for the Eagles. They must begin
to find a way to score (they have
only scored thirteen goals in fifteen
games for an average of less than a
goal a game) and keep a consistent
effort in order to win.
The defense has been strong all
season, but the team now must look
to the offense to keep their minds
in the game, and likewisekeep their
confidence strong. The next week
will tell a lot as to the question of
how the Eagle's will fair next season.
Coach Ben Brewster was not
available for comment.
-

-

-

Unfortunately, the team could not
find the same magic in the next two
games, as they were shut out
respectively by both Saint John's

Team USA vs. BC

Home Opener for Eagle Hockey
Wednesday Oct. 28, 7:00p.m.
at BU's Walter Brown Arena
Student Tickets Available at Roberts

Oct. 31 Football vs. Tennessee, 12:00
Hockey vs. UNH at BU 7:00 pm
Nov. 9 Men's Basketball vs. Canadian
National Team -Tickets to benefit the

-

-

Woes continue for Eagles

The Men's soccer team continues
through one of its poorest
seasons in many years. Following
aggressiveness combined with his , last Tuesday's 1 0 loss to Rhode
charming, loving-life' grin, Jeff Island, the team's record dropped to
Oliver will always be considered 3-10-2, and it marked the eighth
one of the 'good guys.'
time this season that the Eagles
failed to get on the scoreboard.
The Eagles have four games
remaining this season; October 24
the team plays the University of
Massachusetts, and then journeysto
Hartford on the 28th.The only
remaing home game is against Holy
Cross on the 30th, before they close
out the regular season against
Boston University on November
3rd.
On October Bth, the team handily
defeated Northeastern by the score
. of 4 0, as the offense seemed to do
well. It marked the first time
this season that the Eagles scored
more than two goals in a single

Women look to Tourney
from page 13.
Shortly thereafter, Basa made a
good save off of a point blank shot.
The tide had turned, but time ran
out. With a few more ticks on the
clock, BC probably would have tied
the score.
Despite the loss, Kaplan was very
pleased, "We played very well.
Everybody had their best game."
Basa finished with six saves for the
match, while UMass had but two.
Connelly led the Eagles with three
shots on goal. Ready had two and
junior Nancy Macrina, one.
Tuesday, the Eagles lost another
cliffhanger to a top ten team when
they fell 2 1 at Connecticut. The
lone goal was scored by Connelly
off an assist by Macrina.
When asked about BC's chances
of remaining in the top twenty after
the two losses, which dropped their
record to 6 6 2, Kaplan replied,"l
don't know, but it (playing well
against top ranked teams) couldn't
hurt us."
This Tuesday at 7:30, the Eagles
have an important home game
against Dartmouth. BC needs at
least a .500 record to advance to the
ECAC playoffs.

-
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Martin Luther King Scholarship, on sale
at AHANA House or BCAA office.

BC-Notre Dame hats are on sale at the Sports
Steve Promotion office in Roberts Center.

-
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4 Eagles return on Team
By ROMAN

J. USCHAK

October 28, at Boston University

(opening faceoff 7 P.M.).
The contest will mark a
homecoming of sorts for four Eagles
who now wear the red, white, and
blue of the Olympians defensemen
Greg Brown and Brian Leetch,
center Craig Janney, and winger

Boston College hockey fans will
get their first glimpse of the men
they hope will recreate the 1980
miracle at lake Placid this upcoming

February in Calgary, Canada, when
the Eagles take on the 1988 U.S.
Olympic Team Wednesday,

-

Injuries fracture Eagles
By

PAUL-JON McNEALY

Heights Staff Writer

Injuries. Problems. Headaches.
Inconveniences. Arthriscopic
surgery. Physical therapy. All these
things come to mind when one
thinks of injuries and the Boston
College football team.
"They're a combination of fate
and luck," says Head Trainer Randy
Shrout.
Head Football Coach Jack
Bicknell calls them "a part of the
game."
Regardless of what they are
called, injuries are what make or
break seasons for football teams in
Division One, as well as decide
national champions.
Injuries have hit the BC Football
team this year in a variety of ways.
Separated shoulders, stretched and
torn knee ligaments, sprained
ankles, pulled hamstrings, and
compressed disks have affected the
Eagles offensive line, the secondary,
and the outside linebacking
positions this season.
Last year. Coach Bicknell had to
deal with losing two quarterbacks,
where as he has had to cope with
the loss of two potential
All-Americans in outside linebacker
Eric Lindstrom and offensive guard
Joe Wolf.
"The ofs [out for the season]
injuries, such as Lindstrom's, are the
you" said
ones that kill
Bicknell."He is thefinest olb in the
country," and "then to lose [David]
Thompson at the same position
really hurts" Bicknell lamented.
The outside linebackingposition
was one of BC's strengths on
defense. Kevin Pearson is a fine
replacement, but as Bicknell said
"here's a kid who hasn't played a
down of football, missed Spring
football [due to an injury], and is
already starting against a wishbone
offense," against Army.
The loss of Joe Wolf includes the
loss of the voice of a veteran who
can "make calls, checks and avoid
breakdowns [of the line],"
comments Bicknell, and when "a
rookie has to go in, it's gonna affect
the effectiveness of the line."
With the changing of the guard [so
to speak] on the offensive line, the
philosophy must not. Bicknell says
"you must take what the defense is
giving you," or "go with your
strength, such as running behind Jeff
.

fractured thumb, a bone chip"
according to Shrout. Flutie is forced
to wear a half-splint "for a minimum
of three weeks [through the Notre
Dame game], or he risks re-injuring
it and facing surgery" Shrout added.
A result of having to wear the
splint, Flutie can not pull anything
in with his right hand. But, as
Bicknell commented, that "he's
such a great athlete, he's adjusted,"
he continued "and we treat him like
he's not hurt."
With an injury to someone such
as Flutie, one would think that
quarterback Mike Power would be
looking for Tom Waddle more
often, or Marcus Cherry, or maybe
Peter Casperillo. Not so, says
Bicknell. "We can't decide on who
we're gonna throw to. Mike [Power]
has to read the coverage, look for
the Ist choice, 2nd choice, maybe
the 3rd choice, or scramble."
Bicknell added "that you can't
design your offense, because
double coverage [on the receivers]
changes it very quickly."
What could be the cause of all of
these mishaps? Bicknell commented
that "there's no explantion." Could
it be conditioning? Playing on

Astroturf?

Not so, says Bicknell. "The
conditioning is excellent." "The
strength coaches have done a super
job," he added. Bicknell thinks "it's
what happens when every week
you play against the best
competition in Division One."
Playing the best competition in

USA for BC opener

Kevin Stevens.
Along with such other standouts
as Mike Richter and Tony Granato
of Wisconsin, Clark Donatelli of
BU, Todd Okerlund of Minnesota
(son of "Mean Gene" Okerlund of
pro wrestling fame), and Harvard
graduate Scott Fusco, a veteran of
the dissapointing 1984 Sarajevo
squad, they will attempt to bring
home America's third Olympic
hockey gold medal (the other two
coming in 1960 and 1980).
Following the Olympic disaster in
Yugoslavia nearly four winters ago,
the US vowed to do things
differently this time. Instead of being
thrown together as a team several
months before the competition, as
was done before, the present squad
was scouted, nurtured, and
prepared since virtually the close of
the last Winter Games.
Most of the 1988 team possess
impressive international resumes,
but even more importantly, the
nucleus of the group has played
together before, a factor which will
no doubt increase Team USA's
chances at Calgary.
In the past, American collegians
and high schoolers had only those
few months mentioned before to try
to jell into a competitive Olympic

unit. As a result, they were often

hopelessly outmatched against the
older, more experienced Europeans,
especially the Soviets and Czechs.
But times have changed. Coach
Dave Peterson and general manager
Art Berglund have manned each US
National team since 1985, and now
they have taken the reins of the
Olympic crew, primarily composed
of those same National team
members.
At no previous time has Team
USA known such total continuity
and familiarity, and both can only
aid the outfit as it gears up for
February.
As before, the Olympians will
prepare for the Games(to be held
Feb. 13 28)by playing a rigorous
60-game schedule that will pit
them against American colleges,
European touring squads, and even
the National Hockey League. They
will wrapup a seven-game segment
against the HOCKEY EAST
conference when they encounter
BC on Wednesday.
It has been almost eight years
since Mike Eruzione, Mark Johnson,

the country every week leads to
questions over the scheduling, and
the obvious lack of a week off for
the Eagles this season.
"It's something we have no
control over," Bicknell replied. "It's
natural to have an open date, but
when Holy Cross dropped us,
everything became condensed,"
Bicknell said.
Bicknell added that "open dates
are vital. It gives you a break from
the intensity. I miss 'em. It's a mental
break." He also noted that "I enjoy
the caliber of opponents, but we get
no chance to regroup and get out
heads back together."
Could turf be the injury villian?
Apparently not. Lindstrom's injury
was on grass. William's was on the
basketball court. Tony McEnroe's,
as well as Mike Saylor's injury was
on grass. There is no corellation.
Bicknell notes that "it's a faster game
on turf, harder hitting, with
collisions that are more violent."
Like Bicknell says, "injuries are a
part of the game," and "it's our
policy not to make a big deal over
them." C'est la vie. There's always
next week, or for some, next season.

Thoughts on the series

-

Jim Craig, and the rest of Herb
Brooks' gutsy, talented group
toppled the Soviet juggernaut at
Lake Placid and claimed Olympic
hockey gold for America. The 1988
US machine has been under
construction for almost four years
now, and was finally assembled this
past August.

This team is perhaps the most
talented and experienced America
has everfielded yet how will it fare
in the XV Olympic Winter Games?
Although the Soviets are coming
off a loss in the recent Canada Cup,
they are still a force to be reckoned
with. The Czechs are gaining
prominence, and a watchful eye
should also be kept on the
Canadians, who boast Randy Gregg
and Andy Moog of the Stanley Cup
champion Edmonton Oilers.
These three clubs may prove toe
much for the Americans to handle.
Whatever the outcome, though,
Team USA, and especially thefour
Heights' heroes, will be sure to have
given their all; and who knows?
There just might be another
miracle in the making.
-

Preview

Wrestlers hope to grow
By MIKE DIMAURO

placed in the New Englands last
year.

Experience is a necessary
ingredient for any successful team.
It gave the Celtics the edge over a
more talented Detroit team and
bought them a ticket to the NBA
finals. It is also what the Boston

College Wrestling team lacked last
season.

Coach Rod Butry had nine
freshmen on his varsity team last
season, and that's enough to
mentally imbalance any coach. But,
as Butry is quick to point out,
freshmen sooner or later are going
to
become
improve and
experienced upperclassmen.
"With so many young people
here last season, I was very pleased
with our .500 record," Butry said.
"I figure, if they could split their
matches now, they could be
dangerous in a few years."
Dangerous is the key operating
word around the wrestling team this
season. Don't get the idea that
they're going to break any NCAA
records or anything, but they will be
the team on the schedule that
opposing coaches will spend ample
time worrying about.
Seniors Jamie Linkowski and Bill
Gallucci who were not with the
team last season, will strengthen the
1987-'BB edition of the team.
Linkowski went to school in
England last season, while Gallucci
was shelved with a nagging knee
injury. Now that they're both back,
Butry can't help but to smile when
he talks about them.
"Gallucci has been runner up
twice in the New England
Tournament and I think Linkowski
can be a New England Champion,"
said Butry. "But if they think that any
of it is going to come easy, they're

"Merklinger and Pulskamp are
real good athletes and we expect a
lot from them," Butry said. "But I
caution them like I caution everyone
else on this team to stay within
themselves and not try to do too
much."
They may not have to do much
with the services of Rene Canezin
(150 lbs.), Horst Filtzer (158 lbs.),
Dan "The Warrior" Foley (142 lbs.),
and Rob Lally (126 lbs.). Butry also
called Mcl Graham and Chuck
Hurchalia "improved" and hopes
that the list of those sophomores
added with freshmen Andy Alisago,
Todd Fischer, Todd Helmbrect, and
Doug Lally will provide the impetus
for a successful campaign.
But like every other team here at
BC, they will face a brutal schedule.
Butry will see what they're made of
in a hurry. The team's first meet will
be against defending New England
Champion Central Connecticut,
which stripped Boston University of
that title which the Terriers held for
eight consecutive seasons. BU is
also an opponent for the Eagle
grapplers this season.
The conditions where the team
practices could be better, according
to Butry. The team had quite a few
nagging injuries last season, and
Butry attributed some of them to the
team's practice room.
"Most other division one
programs, division three programs,
and even a lot of high schools have
wrestling rooms where the team can

Nothing.
these two teams
Through defense, speed, and
quality pitching, the Cardinals
Forgive me, please, but I thought simply win games. After all, why hit
I liked baseball the way it used to home runs and win games 9 8,
be. Yeah, you know, the Fall when you can single, steal two
Classic, Yankees-Dodgers, Phillies bases, sacrifice, and win 1 0. Truly
-Royals, Orioles-Pirates, Red these Red Birds win games the old
Sox-Reds.
fashioned way, they earn it.
practice," Butry commented.
Meanwhile, the "Twinkies" are
At least we knew the names;
"Here, there are a lot of distractions,
Nettles, Garvey, Carlton, Brett, equally typical. Combine average
and it makes it difficult to
Palmer, Stargell, Rose, Fisk, pitching, timely hitting, a spooky
concentrate. It's like being in an
Randolph, Lopes, Parker, Guidry, home field advantage, and a lifelong
office trying to do work with a
Quisenberry and, oh-yes, who could membership in the American
vacuum going."
forget "Mr. October," Reggie League West (unarguabty the worst
wrong."
But what's most disturbing about
Jackson or even Bucky Dent. Now division in baseball), and there you
Butry's comments is the fact that the
Bob Radochia is the team's room is always cold when the wrthese were the true Gladiators of have it.
captain and will be wrestling rstlers practice, and he believes that
professional baseball.
Oliver."
For years, baseball was
Players like Brunansky, Oquendo, anywhere from 177 to 190 pounds cold leads to injuries because the
Bicknell also commented that "it dominated by the same teams, same Gaetti, Viola, Cox, Lawless, this season. Radochia, along with muscles of the wrestlers cannot
is not that the new guys are not players. The names we learned to Gladden and Lindeman, among Tim Martin, will also go a long way loosen up.
good, but they're inexperienced." know, love, and hate.
others, are now making their bids to in dictating this team's ultimate
It's usually about 60 degrees in
high
He continued "coming out of
But then this year along came the
be the future "Mr. Ocotber."
success. Martin, though, is currently the room where we practice," Butry
school, they just don't have the "Twinkies" and the "Cards",
So why don't we forget these battling a neck injury and may not said. "If muscles can't relax, they're
strength, and that it takes a long time galantly fighting to make the World
heroes of the past and realize that be able to compete this season. more prone to injuries which is
to be a lineman." Bicknell added Series better known as the "Fall
these unknowns may just be our Rounding out the seniors are what happened last year."
that with the maturation of Classic-less". Collectively, these heroes of the future. After all, wasn't William MattimOre and Todd llles
With all the improvements cursophmores Mike Bumpus and Mark two league champions have about Buckv Dent once a no-name until who Butry expects to aid the rently underway here for Boston
Anken, it adds to "the quality of the as many "name" players as the Red
"The Home Run."
astounding 18 underclassmen on College sports (additions to Alumni
depth for the future."
Clearly, it doesn't matter if this this team.
Stadium, and a new Sports Center)
The defensivesecondary has also Sox have quality pitchers.
Series
was
Merklinger
has been a
a New Butry's comments should be taken
year's World
John
So last Saturday, yawning as I collection of Midwestern no-names, England Champion as a freshman to heart. Granted, a moneymaking
been hard hit this season, with
injuries suffered by Ed Duran, Dave pushed the ON button to turn on the and who cares if baseball's 1987 last season and, for good measure, sport (football, basketball, hockey at
Johnson, Steve Williams, and most T.V., I began watching World Series champion is Minnesota or St. Louis. won a match in the NCAA BC) is more valuable to a university
87' which pitted the Minnesota
recently against Rutgers, Rico
What we've witnessed here is a tournament. Merklinger, a lineman than sports which don't receive
Twins, residents of the ugliest wonderfully exciting, well played in the fall for the football team, will national recognition. But the school
"they
Labbe. Bicknell said that
all
stadium in baseball, against the St. World Series, the way true baseball wrestle heavyweight once again, shouldn't let a lesser known
can do the job, and we believe that
the next guy [on the depth chart] can Louis "we can't hit" Cardinals.
fans like it, even if it is the and will be joined by fellow collegiate sport like wrestling suffer
Only innings into Game 1, I "Twinkies" against the "Cards."
do it just as well."
Isophomore Gregg Pulskamp who under poor conditions.
"suffe.red a realized what was so special about
By GEOFFREY MACKEY

Heights Staff Writer

-

-
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Students a priority says Monan
Continued from

page 3

the city, travel, and development to
maintain contact with parents,
students, and alumni groups," he
said.
When he is able to do so, Father
Monan greatly enjoys spending time
with the students. He attends
student events, lectures, football
games, visits dormitories, cafeterias,
and the library to see and talk with

students.

As we rapidly approach the
19905, Father Monan said, "Our
goals for Boston College in the next

decade involve buildings and the
improvement of services to the
students." At the moment, BC is
constructing two new residence
halls along Commonwealth Avenue
and a new sports center on lower

People are direct and I like that, I
really do. They are direct, down to
earth people."
His fifteen years here, said Father
Monan, have been "very exciting,
very diversified, very progressive,
and very happy."
Father Monan sees Boston
College as a "unique campus" in
that not only does everyone work
constructively together but there are
extremely high ideals here. People
can be very competitive without
doing so at the expense of others,
he added.
"Boston College people
faculty, student body, and graduate
students
are all very well
balanced people. They have more
?

?

Father Monan wants to build BC
both academically and enhance
student life. After the completion of
the current construction, BC plans
to enlarge the school of education,
replace Roberts Center with a
chemistry building, either expand
McElroy or create a new university
center on lower campus, and offer
more scholarships.
In the year 2,000, Father Monan
envisions BCas, "Academically one
of the very finest complex
universities in the country" with
expanded programs and schools.
Boston College is not a "plastic"
university, according to Father
Monan. "The people are real
people. There isn't much facade at
Boston College," he added.
He also added that a characteristic
of BC students is that "their
aspirations and intensions are
honest. And that's a good thing a
right tribute to BC. There isn't a lot
of dishonesty and acting here.
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If you have cash handling experience, are good with figures
and enjoy working with the public, take a step in the right
direction. Join The Boston Five now! We will give you the
training and support you need to grow with us in our industry on the move.
For more information, please call Maureen Ooherty at
742-6000, Ext. 208, or stop by the Human Resources
Department. THE BOSTON FIVE, 24 School Street, Boston,
MA 02108. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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We're On Your Side.
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direction.

Be one step ahead of the competition. Explore parttime/full-time Teller opportunities at The Boston Five.
Part-time/full-time Teller positions available
Q Flexible hours (preferably between 9 AM and 3 PM)
Gain valuable banking experience
©
O Help finance your education
See more of Boston by working at our various
©
Downtown Boston locations
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Good Luck!!
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Father Monan described the spirit
on campus as one of friendship,
admiration, and cooperation. The
years, said Father Monan, have been
good and productive and he plans
to remain at Boston College "as long
as I can remain of genuine service
to the University."

Tamaica
J

campus.

|

talents than the average intellectual.
They are not lopsided people.
"Boston College has enjoyed
many blessings over the years and
so many of the changes that I have
seen are very positive changes,"
said Father Monan. He included
"the increasing strength of the
faculty, the growth of the campus,
and the diversification of the student
body" as evidence of thesechanges.

Congratulations, Linda!!

BC

f
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Neighbors incorporate
Corey Hill Association
Continued from page 11
BC had shown no intention of trying
to resolve the offcampus problems."
Cohen said the secretary of the
CHNA released a statement in
support for the Chemistry building,
but she did not ask the membership
of the group, because as Cohen
asserts, "the membership would not
have supported it."
Cohen said that his group is not
against the Chemistry building itself,
but they cannot support it until BC
attempts to resolve the problems
with the community.
Cohen said another problem
stems from when, "Dr. Duffy
the
Hill
insulted
Corey
Neighborhood Association leaders,
in print, by saying that they were
agitaters and were only interested in
publicity," said Cohen.
Cohen also maintains that the BC
administration is not interested in
creating a dialogue with the
neighborhood. Cohen said, "Fr.
Monan refuses to answer our letters

M
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Cohen said that his group is only
looking for a chance to sit down and
discuss the problems with BC. "We
just want a dialogue. We don't want
to attack or blame anyone. We know
the students are good kids. We just
want BC to crack down on the
'parties for profit' off-campus. The
students have to realize that the
residents aren't going to move, and
that they have a right to live in
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GENERAL INFORMATIONAL MEETING
NOVEMBER 4, 1987 at 4:00 PM
McGUINN FIFTH FLOOR LOUNGE
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For More Information:
Call Class-Mates: 276 -7016
Office Hours: 6pm - 9:3opm
Monday thru Thursday

Or Write: Class-Mated Inc., (X
Suite 429, 310 Franklin St. W
Boston, MA V
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ARMY NURSE CORPS, BE ALLYOU CAN BE,
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not the exception. TTie gold bar
HI
the
right
command
officer.
Army
on
If you're
respect as an
means you
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-US A-ARMY.

It's enough to change anysmothered with tangy ched
E
z
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*
one's eating habits.
dar cheese and more.

KenmoreSq.
Harvard Sq.

111

career advancement are the rule,

"Mylife
changed when
Ipoedup
Bigßankier
restaurant* bar

they're both repre- I

sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse I
Corps. The caduceus on the left I
means you're part of a health care I

ill

pound frankfurter
onafrenchloaf

A

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
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Dedicated to bringing students from
all walks of life together.
Committed to providing a service that is:
PROFESSIONAL, CONFIDENTIAL,
AND MOST OF ALL FUN!
Class-mates offers consistent quality service at
an affordable price and is exclusively designed,
administered and staffed by former students.
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Personal Interviews
Thursday
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FOR A YEAR OF LIVING

peace."

Now in Boston

LIVE
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and our phone calls. The Corey Hill
Neighborhood Association had to
go to the Mayor to have a committee
set up to discuss the problems with
BC and the University's expansion."
Cohen said that the Mayor's office
recognizes that he is the president
of CHNA.
The Mayor's office sent Cohen a
letter asking him to represent the
CHNA in the University Task force.
The mayor's office has set up the
University Task force to foster a
dialogue between the community
and BC.

incorporated

w

WRITE FOR REVIEW!
Section meeting Mondays
at 5:30

Big Frankie. just one
of the extraordinary
experiences at Uno's.
Allston
ParkSq.
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value.

(Simply

means hail and \

save at Caffe Capucino's I
/
in Brookline.

I also got a delicious lesson in what lighter
Italian cooking tastes like. With all sorts of Pizza
Tbrtes, pasta salads and homemade specialties. Be sure
to leave room for desserts like European style cakes and
pastries, that were made for Caffe Capucino's special
coffees, including cappucino, naturally. It's also a great
place for Sunday Brunch and fast take-out service.
Caffe Capucino's, that's how you say value in Italian.
Serving 11:30 to Midnight.
Reservations and Major Credit Cards Accepted

capucmcfe
*

>

I

a northern Italian rlstorante

Brookline 1370 Beacon St. 731-4848 Newton 1114 Beacon St. 527-2440
Marblehead 40 Atlantic Aye. 639-2442

t

I:27am: Medical assistant, injured
ankle in CLX.
3:27am: Fire alarm in Walsh Hall,
pull station activated. No fire or

damage.

3:4 lam: Fire alarm in Mods, fire on
top of barbeque pit extinguished.
3:44am: Fire alarm in Walsh Hall,

pull station activated, no fire.
Friday, October 16
9:28: Suspicious person identified
Medical
Hillsides
and issued a trespass warning.
Assist,
12:25 am:
11:10am: Arrest for trespassing,
A., laceration to hand.
Edmonds
entering
Break
Hall: Ira Owens, 135
12:40 am:
and
Highland Avenue, Roxbury.
reported, More Hall.
I:37am: Doors secured at Roberts 2:46pm: Fire alarm, 66 Comm. Aye,
pull station activated, no fire.
Center.
Medical assistant,
2:00 am: EMG Phone answered, no 3:01pm:
Duchesne, injured nose.
one in danger.
2:2Bam: Vandalism to Mod 7:36pm: Report of students without
reported.
ID'S.
2:45am: Alcohol confiscation, 5:35pm: Report ofstudents drinking
in front of O'Neill library, broken
Hillsides CD.
5:34am: Vandalism to motor up.
vehicle reported at communter lot. 8:50pm: Door secured at Hillsides
6:4Bam: Medical Assist, intoxicated A & B.
student transported to hospital.
9:36pm: Alcohol confiscated at
2:l4pm: Report of vandalism to a Cheverus.
9:4Bpm: Alcohol recovered Walsh
motorvehicle commuter vehicle lot.
I:sspm: Fire alarm at Bapst Library, Hall.
faulty smoke detector replaced.
9:4opm: Alcohol confiscation,
s:o4pm: Report of suspicious Hillsides C.
person in O'Neill library, no suspect
10:45pm: Vandalisn reported,
found.
Hillsides C.
10:16pm: Report of students without 12:45am: Arrest: Trespass, Steven
Hennessy, 10 Rendall Rd., Boston;
I.D.'s in Walsh.
10:50pm: Alcohol confiscation in Kyle McAhern, 14 Bell Afr Rd., W.
Roxbury.
Roncalli.
11:02pm: Report of Students without 9:sBpm: Door secured at Walsh
ID's in Walsh.
Hall.
11:14pm: Alcohol confiscation.
8:00pm: Student tries to enter
11:55pm: Report of a function at Hillside C through window.
10:26pm: Alcohol confiscation in
Stuart Hall.
Saturday,October 17, 1987
Mod area.
1:12am: ID confiscated in Edmond's 11:00pm: Report filed about
department equipment.
Hall.
I:27am: Medical assistant, injured
11:19pm: Arrest: Assault and Battery
ankle in CLX.
Dangerous Weapon, Shod foot,

Michael Bromley, 198 Comm. Aye.,
Boston.
11:29pm: Arrest:

Lewd and
Lascivious Behavior, Stephen
Saltstein, 25 Howland Rd., E.
Rockaway, NY.
Sunday, October 18, 1987
12:05am: Arrest: Receiving stolen
property, Walsh Hall, Neigal Lynch,
21 Stonehurst St., Dorcester.
12:08am: Medical assistant, Walsh
Hall, sprained ankle.
12:13am: ID confiscated.
1:12am: Suspicious persons denied
access to dorm after refusal to show
ID.
I:29am: Alcohol confiscated.
I:46am: Larceny in

reported.
I:s7am:

Hillsides

no cause found for alarm.

Suspicion persons
identified and escorted offcampus.
8:09am: Vandalism to motor
vehicle reported, Perimeter Rd.
Monday, October 19, 1987
5:35am: Fire alarm, Barry Art Wing,
6:osam:

7:3opm: Suspicious person
identified.
11:44pm: An emergency phone
alarm investigated. No one was
there.

You Can Be a Bartender!

Call

(617)247-1600

New England

Bartenders

complimentary

W School

BROCHURE

811 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116

Medical assistant, Mod

Somerville.

3:35pm: Vandalism to motor
vehicle in commuter lot reported.
5:08pm: Larceny from a motor
vehicle in commuter lot reported.

9:l6am: Vandalism reported at
Carney Hall.
11:38am: Larceny reported at Fulton
Hall.
12:15pm: Fire alarm in Hillsides D,
caused by cooking smoke. No
damage.
1:14pm: Larceny from motor vehicle
reported on Comm. Aye.

B

area, strained hands.
2:10am: Larceny in Hillsides A & B
reported.
2:46am: Larcenyin Walsh Hall
reported.
2:55am: Vandalism in O'Neill
Library reported.
3:l4am: Fire alarm, Hillsides C & D,
faulty smoke detector replaced.
3:l7am: Arrest: Trespassing and
disorderly conduct, John Penney,
519 Ferry St., Everett, Ma; Joseph
Hennessey, 35 Franklin St.,
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Blotter
Police

Established 1978

PROFESSIONAL DIVISION
BarMaster Program
MixMaster Program
?

?

?

?

LEISURE DIVISION
PartyMaster Program
Beer and Wine Tastings

Local and Nationwide Placement Assistance Available
?

?

Lie. by Comm. of Mass. Department of Education
Member-Mass. Assoc, of Private Career Schools

?
?

Member?Council on Hotel Restaurant Institutional Education
Member-United Bartender School Council

Coach Leatherware
The COACH STORE on Newbury Street, Boston, and The Mall
at Chestnut Hill have positions available for both full and part time
sales staff. Qualified applicants will be highly energenic and people
oriented with an appreciation of Coach Leatherware products. Flexible
schedules, pleasant working environment. To arrange an interview,
contact Lee Cohen (Boston) at 536-2777 or Anne Martha Cohn
(Chestnut Hill) at 964-9474. The Coach Store, Equal opportunity
employer.

LAW OFFICES

2001 BEACON STREET
BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSETTS
617-232-7755
Criminal Law
Landlord Tenant
-

Free

Personal Injury
General Practice

9 am 7:30 pm Tues. Sat.
-

Co

$10.00 off on all hair services

Initial Consultation

-
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SMU SCHOOL OF LAW
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Dallas, TX

Laura G. Amberson
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Assistant Director of Admissions
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will uhe on campus
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2
2:00 pm
Information sessions to discuss admission and financial
aid, will be held in Gasson 105. Interested students need
to sign up in Dean Burns' Office, Gasson room 109.

Come on down!
Well give you a cut
on the best cut in town.

Haiwest Nicjl7t
at

O'ConneU House

9:00 *1:00 AM

OCTOBER 31

Wash, Cut and Styling

?

$16.50 tor her
for him
BC Perm Special
$50. Cut, Perm Styling

$12.50

'

'
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Friday, Oct., 30

10:30
2:30
TICKETS
$5.00
-

-

?

I

'
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Wednesday, Oct. 28

1229 Centre Street
Newton Center
244-8900

,

m?-'

masquerade attire please

TICKETS ON SALE AT McELROY
TICKET BOOTH

;
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?

Includes: food, psychia, magician, caricaturist,

DJ.

?
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Job Opportunity Do you want to
stop build-up and aid to the contras?
Work for SANE and get things done.

'Pictures' to cause discussion
Continued from

page 3

of the presentation, the program is
being given in the two part form with
a discussion the following day, A
Follow Up Discussion and Processing Workshop, said Masters. The
discussion is hoped, according to
Masters, to "facilitate channelling of
the emotions and energies"
resulting from the show.

presentation and resulted in large
"fallout" which the ODSD
administration fears will happen at
BC.
"Being ignorant is contributing to
the problems of society," added
Masters.
Due to the concern over the effect

finalized at BC after concern was
expressed by ODSD of the possible
negative impact of the program on
undergraduates.
The slide show viewing at other
campuses, according to Masters, has
been said to be a powerful

A panel is being composed to lead
the discussion, moderated by BC
Chaplain and Director of the Faith,
Peace and Justice Program, Rev. Julio
Giulietti, S.J., and consisting of
Holdt, Director of Professional
Development Programs Alice
Jeghelian, Director of Affirmative
Action Richard Jefferson, History
Professor Andrew Buni, a
representative from the Graduate
School of Social Work, and two
undergraduate students.
Masters expressed that the
discussion should not just be from
the panel but reaction from the
audience.

-Clarissa Atkinson

Dean of Academic Affairs
Harvard Divinity School

Will see students interested in Ministry
or Religious Studies on:
Tuesday, ftfovember 3rd from 1200 - 200
ffliciquinn 3rd floor
No appointment necessary.

TAKE OUT SERVICE

&

WE DELIVER
2.5 Mile Radius

$2.50 Delivery Charge

?

Tel: 566-2275

Princeton

566-6217

Delivery Hours: 6:oopm

9:3opm
Mon.-Tlitirs. IZpm-IJpm
Fn. <_C Sat. iZpm-1 Ipm
Sunday spin-lOpm

-

554 Chestnut Hill Aye.
Cleveland Circle
Brighton, MA 02155
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Room Available with
Rent two
Chestnut Hill Mall full and part blocks from BC lawFree
school,
in
time sales, stock & customer exchange for
occassional evening
service to Christmas Immediate childcare/housekeeping
references
openings in fine

jewelery, gifts, 332-7976.
silver & china, flexible work
schedules; days, nights, weekends.
Some knowledge or experience Babysitter Needed for twin toddlers
desireable. Interested applicants call and newborn. Flexible hours, Friday
the manager: Shreve, Crump,and AM is preferable. One block from
BC. 332-8365.
Low. 965-2700.
Childcare Needed weekend and
Help Wanted On-Campus travel
weeknight
and weeknight evenings
representative or organization
and
occasional
afternoons for our
needed to promote Spring Break trip
All the proceeds of the program
daughters
9 and 5. Newton
ages
to Florida. Earn money, free trips,
go to the American Pictures
Ceneter
home.
Non-smokers.
Call
and valuable work experience. Call
Foundation
which
gives
244-7289.
Inter-Campus
Programs
at
humanitarian aid to Africa.
1-800-433-7747.
Rosana Salerno, BC Chaplain and
candidate for Boston City Council
is seeking energetic campaign
& Barber Shop
Beauty
workers for the November 3rd
election.
Call 742-ROSE today!!!
Regular haircuts
Also Beauty Salon Service
Part-time Market Research
Flat Tops
1213 62 121'5A Comm. Aye
Telephone
Executive/Business
& ROTC Haircuts $7
254-9327
Interviewing Choose a regular
schedule convenient to you
between 8:30 and 5:00. 12 to 22
hours/week. Steady work from our
corporate offices. Will train. Only
requires good commmon sense and
clear speaking voice. Starting salary
well above average. Call Joanne
Capolino at 1-872-8200 X282.
College Pro PaintersrNow
receiving applications for summer

I SHING GARDEN
FAST FOOD

Rooms for Rent Walk to all BC
Separate Entrance 3rd
floor. Private and Quiet. One off
street parking spot available. Nov.
1. 244-6836
Female Roommate Needed for
second semester. spacious
apartment across from Chansky's.
Call between 5- 7pm. 782-7595.
Looking for Reliable Babysitters
Earn money, flexible hours, walking
distance to campus. Call Linda 969-6760.

locations.

Call 354-2169 for interview.
Travel Field Opportunity Gain
valuable marketing experience
while earning money. Campus
representatives needed immediately
for spring break trips to Florida. Call
Campus
Marketing
at
1-800-282-6221.
Help Wanted Seeking students with
own vehicle to deliver pizzas, wage
package 8 to 10 dollars per hour,
flexible hours. Apply at Pizza Wheel
or call 254-2022 after spm. Ask for
Larry or Frank.

Salon

6j 5 j

*

BBfe'

management positions. Operate
your own hometwon business.
Learn by doing not just studying.

<Bii

: ?

Great opportunity for entrapaneurs.
Call Bill Newbauer for info.
787-9228.
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without being dependent on it
To those who qualify, we provide
the opportunity to succeed and
excel and make a real difference
n ° tf° r public applause, butfor
yourself and for our nation.
?
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For the extraordinary individual
who wants more than a job, this is a
unique career?a way of life that
will challenge your deepestresources of intelligence, self-reliance,
and responsibility. And the work is
important CIA supports decision
making on foreign policy and
national security at the highest
levels.

The
1 ne Task
1 ask
Forget the 9-to-5 routine You
must be adventurous, yet selfdisciplined and tough in mind and
body. You will serve throughout the
world, working with foreign
nationals at all levels of society.
It takes special skills and professional discipline toproduce results.
You will need to deal with fast-

moving, ambiguous, and unstructured situations that will test your
resourcefulness to the utmost
situations that demand quick thinking based on knowledge, experience, and "street smarts" to solve
problems on the spot And you must
be able to cope with supervision

The Professional Profile
__

__

_

_

An overseas CIA career demands
a special combination of capabili-

ties: Honesty. Force of personality
and a talent for dealing with people
and situations anywherein the
world. Superiorintellectual ability,
unimpeachableintegrity, curiosity
and superlativepowers of observation First ra,e communications
skills, including the ability to produce lucid and accurate reports.
Tne drive t0 achieve.
-

-

Do You Measure Up?
If you have the skills, desire, and
discipline,you may qualifyfor
selection into our intensive entrylevel leadershiptraining program.
Entrance salariesrange from
$23,000 to $35,000, depending on
credentials. After training, you will
be promoted as rapidly as your performance and talent permit
To apply, you need a EJachelor's
or advanced degree with a good

academic record, interest in learn-

message.
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Sexually Transmitted Disease
Confidential STD and AIDS Testing
and treatment. Also general medical
care, sports medicine, etc. Private
office. Robert Taylor, M.D., 1755
Beacon St, Brookline. 232-1459.
Duvet Covers I can make one for
you. Cover your quilt or Down
Comforter. For more information
call Amy 789- 4854. Please leave a

ing a foreign language, and US citi-

zenship. An extensivebackground

security check, medical and polygraph exams are also required.
Maximum age is 35. Foreign travel,
foreign language proficiency, previous residence abroad, and military service are Puses.
To explore a career with CIA, start
by sendina a resume along with a
thoughtful letter explaining why
you believe you can qualify
include your day and evening
phone numbers We will respond
\Q WRITTEN inquiries only No
phone calls
jnterviewina
w
we win soon bdo interviewing
...

students at your college. If Interested, please contact your
Placement Office.
Personnel Representative
Department S (NEWS)
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The cia is an Equal opportunity Employer

Disc-Jockey Sonic sound mobile
D.J. Service plays all types of music
for all occasions. Lighting and
Special Effects. 787-1621.
Fine Arts Union Meeting Thursday,
October 29th. Lyons, room 407. All
welcome!
Donna Leigh Typing Service
Professional typing at student
oriented prices. Half mile from
campus, on T line. Call 738-9607.
Does Food Control Your Life? Stop
bingeing, Lose Weight; Gain control
with Supportive Counseling.
Brookline office convenient to T.
Judith W. Bingyou, M.Ed.,
731-3305.

Adoption: Happily married
physician and psychologist deeply
wish to adopt white newborn.
Warm family circle, love,
opportunities: medical expenses
paid. Legal, confidential. Call
collect 212-724-7942.
Please Help! BC student doing
psychology thesis study involving
Sons of Alcohol Fathers. Would
appreciate your help in confidential
interview. Please call Mike; 558-916- feel free to leave a message.
Need Tickets for B.C/Notre Dame
Game Please call Tim Mclntyre toll
free at 1-800-243-2702.
Four Frolicsome Maidens in search
for amusement. Stop by Edmonds
322 or call us at 558-8971! Ask for
Sabrina, Cheryl, Louis, or Valeric.
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HEIGHTS REVIEW
FIRST ANNUAL

SWEET CHARITy\u25a0.

ALL MEAT...

READER'S POLL!

A REVIEW

NO FILLER!!!

"DRUNKARD" THE LONG AND IMBIBING ROAD

critic at large!

Ron Hebshie

When I first thought of attending a play
built around a temperance rally, I wasn't
quite sure what I was in for. After viewing
the Boston College Dramatics Society's
production of The Drunkard this past
weekend I soon realized that I got a lot
more than I bargained for. With few
exceptions, cast, crew, and theatre faculty
worked together to pull off one of the most
enjoyable, unique, and lengthy productions
in the history of the Robsham Theatre Arts
Center.
I am not known for my gushing praise
nor am I known for mincing words, so
when I say those of you who did not get
to see this play really missed something
special, you know I mean it. Credit must
first be given to director J. Paul Marcoux for
not only having the guts to do a
temperance play in this day and age, but
also for assembling a generally first-rate cast
with many new faces in lead roles.

Upon entering the theatre lobby, one was
greeted by a "saved" brother or sister and a
talented temperance band. Though I liked

the band, a nice touch, the saved souls were
a bit much. Though the actors and actresses
did an exemplary job of remaining in
character, it was almost morbid and

definitely off-putting to be bombarded in
this manner immediately upon entering the
lobby. This was a nice idea that, perhaps,
should have been saved for a time later on
in the evening. In any event, the costumes
by Elena Ivanova were, as always, excellent.
I especially liked the Salvation Army-esque
uniforms worn by the brothers and sisters.
Attention to detail was, to say the least,

remarkable here and throughout the rest of
the play.
Once seated, the sight of the set kept
humming for a good fifteen minutes. I'm a
sucker for great scenery, but this was more
than I could have hoped for. Designed by
Howard Enoch, the set was deceptively
simple and blended seamlessly with the
existing theatre architecture. Enoch, in
effect, transformed the modern Robsham
into an authentic looking 19th century play
house. Complete with footlights (fabulous)
and an amazing rustic proscenium arch, this
is set design at its best.
The evening was full of nice touches,
right down to the "colonial" program and
temperance rally that opened the show. Led
by Speech Communications Department
Head Dorman Picklesimer (Dr. Pick) as Rev.
Josiah Heartall, this served as a rousing start
of the evening's program. Dr. Pick, fresh
from his stint at moderating the
Liddy/Hoffman debate, marched into the
theatre with the band and the "saved"
brothers and sisters and began to preach
about the evils of drink. Reminding one of
Jerry Falwell, he did a fine job as the
preacher and I really would have liked to
have seen more of him, perhaps at the end
of the play.

really worked to set the stage and warm up
the audience. Also of note here were the
extra efforts of Todd Mouton, Mary Boyle,
and especially the hilarious Gwendolyn
Goodwin. All three show how good a
small part can be made with a bit of added

At Rev. Heartall's cue, a saved sister
(Miriam Laube) took center stage and sung
about her salvation. This was a fitting

also has another scheme going in which he
falsified a will and is trying to blackmail
town merchant Mr. Rencelaw (Dan
Noonan). Also on board are Edward's foster
brother William (Luke Jorgenseri), his loopy
sister Agnes (Jacqueline Christy), Mary's
sick mother (Heather Wainright), town flirt
Miss Spindle (Alex Sellars), Farmer Stevens
(Jere Shea), town gossip Mrs. Johnson
(Christie Stanton), and a host of other

me.

showcase for Laud's obvious vocal talents
and she displayed quite a knack for comic
timing. The song was a piece of fluff, but
Laube made every note her own.
In addition to the song support was
always given by a gallery of men sitting in
a booth on extreme stage right. Their
"ooohs," "ahhhs," and "amens" made light
of some potentially ridiculous dialogue and

talent.

Following a rendition of "Bringing in the
Sheaves" sung by the whole audience
(again, a nice touch), the actual play finally
began. It is pretty safe to say that the play
The Drunkard is, at least from a modern
standpoint, a piece of fluff. Reminding one
of the stage equivalent of the film Reefer
Madness, it has become a self-parody. The
job of a modern director is to decide how
to approach the play in a manner that will
preserve its original flavor, entertain the
audience, and not degenerate into cheap
slap sick comedy. Marcoux, for the most
part, pulls this off well.
The play is the story of Edward
Middleton (Tony Sacre) and his fall from
grace at the hands of "demon rum." He
meets and falls in love with Mary Wilson
(Ellen Daschbach), they have a daughter,
Julia (Dianne Mostello), and he becomes
the town drunk. All the while he is being
egged on by the evil Squire Cribbs (Brad
Reed) so he can get his hands on Mary. He

townspeople.
The first

act

basically introduces the plot,

up the marriage of Mary and Edward,
and introduces the villain, complete with
down beat piano music and hisses from the
gallery. As the dastardly Squire Cribbs, Brad
Reed certainly looked the part, clad head to
toe in black, but he just did not make a
convincing villain. I don't know if it was
his restrained performance or lack of
menace, but he should have been a scene
stealer whenever he was on stage and he
simply was not. That's not to criticize Mr.
Reed, though, for he gave a fine comic
performance, but he certainly did not merit
the hisses and evil piano music that were
accorded him.
I liked Heather Wainright's portrayal of th<
mother and Ellen Daschbach fared well her
sets

perpetually melancholy daughter. Wainright
looked the part and her bespectacled face
was a humorous sight, especially when her

character was woeful or in pain.
As the play moved along past an
unnecessary sad song by Dasbach, her
character was forced to leave home. She
wanders through a wooded area and comes
across Edward Middleton (Tony Sacre). This
was the obvious "couple" of the show, but
problems arose in Sacre's portrayal of
Edward. He looked stiff and uncomfortable
on stage and hesitated on some of his lines.
Though he looks the part of the romantic
lead, your first glimpse of his character's
personality does not reveal a terribly
interesting person. Sacre also had a problem
with his hands at the beginning he did not
seem to know what to do with them.
There is a funny moment here when Mary
offers her last few dollars to Edward as the
gallery "ooos" and "ahhs" and the piano
plays a lilting little tune. The scene as a
whole, however, was too long and dragged
at times.
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BC CINEMA SOCIETY

By COLLEEN SHIELDS
Heights Events Correspondent

The Boston College Cinema Society
directed by Professor John Michalczyk has
presented two films, Guiliano Montaldo's
Sacco and Vanzetti and Fred Wiseman's Titicut
Follies this semester with more planned.
The Cinema Society, which originated
five years ago, offers Boston College a
different aspect of the motion picture world
than most of the film organizations on
campus. When asked the role of his
organization, Dr. Michalczyk explained, "It
has one aspect of entertainment but the
great role is that it is more educational,
more classical, and also entertaining." The
Cinema Society aims at a different side of
the market outside of the entertainment
realm. Students more interested in film as
an educational and creative medium may
gain great enjoyment from the Cinema
Society's program.
The Cinema Society does not only offer
films. In the past, this organization has
brought in directors, screen writers, and
critics. Among these professionals, Fred
Wiseman, a documentary filmmaker, has
been a guest speaker for the society. A
panel of film critics, including Jay Carr of
the Boston Globe, discussed their craft last
year on campus. These programs are
conveniently held during the week free of
charge. Each film costs the Society

approximately $150.00 to present. However,
funding has become a concern due to
limited available resources. Ideally, if there
were not limitations such as this, Dr.
Michalcyzk would like to have a series
with the directors discussing their films,
program documentaries concerning social
issues in Western culture, a Latin American
series, as well as a program of remakes and
their originals.

Dr. Michalczyk is deeply involved in
French literature and film. His particular
interest is in the political aspect of both. He
has published five books concerning
European film. Basically his specialties are
propaganda and documentary. The courses
that Dr. Michalczyk teaches involve these
interests, political media, and European
film. At Boston College there are two film
majors and thirty-five film minors.
Asked what he dislikes in film, Dr.
Michalczyk explained that the films that
continue to portray stereotypes are insulting.
The portrayal of Vietnamese in Rambo and
of the Russians in Rocky IV are both

Heights
Phot

stereotypical. In Dr. Michalczyk's opinion
they do little for our knowledge of the

Vietnam War and our relations with
Russia. They are superficial and lack depth
of character.
Discussing today's great amount of sex
and violence in film, Dr. Michalczyk
explained his view; he'll tolerate the sex and
violence as long as they are used in a
profound way and not to exploit the
human body. If misused, he believes that
they don't serve any real purpose in the
film other than to exploit. The film Blue
Velvet, in Dr. Michalczyk's opinion, was an
example of using sex and violence
purposefully in order to advance the film.
As for the power of the film medium, Dr.
Michalczyk sees it as strong. "You are at
the mercy of the director, the music alone
can cause you to feel a particular way."
Today's special effects permit great things to
be done on the screen. With the additon of
VCRs people are purchasing and renting
movies. This provides the industry with a
major source of revenue. It's helping to
widen distribution for both popular and
more obscure films as well creating a wide
interest in independent motion pictures,
which will, hopefully, allow more film

by

Steve

Fitzparick
Miriam Laube and Mary Boyle in The Drunkard.

growth is another
direction in which Dr. Michalczyk sees the
industry going.
Although there is growth occurring in
some areas of the film industry, there have

USA Cinema chain, which is purchasing
some of these theatres, is very interested in
maintaining the tradition of these revival
houses.

been many revival houses going out of
business. These theatres offer unusual films
rather than the commercial fare that is
most commonly available in the major
theatre chains. Dr. Michalczyk describes a
common bond between the Cinema Society
and these revival houses, "We share a lot of
the same interest groups. Coolidge Corner,
Brattle Street Theatre, they are in need of
funding." The Brattle runs Casablanca and is

The Cinema Society, with senior Tony
Loscalzo as its president, is always open to
new members. Their first meeting of the
year was held last Wednesday, October 21st.
Next week, Stanley Kubrick's A Clockwork
Orange will be shown, and following that,
on November 12th, Lindsay Anderson's
//..., the forerunner of the 60's Angry
Young Man movement in England, will be
presented. If you have any other questions

production

to

occur. This

struggling according to Michalczyk.
However, he remains positive because the

please

contact

Loscalzo.

Dr.

John Michalczyk

or

Tony
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By BRIAN FLATLEY

Heights Staff Writer

WHO?
WHO?
CARES?
KNOWS?
Dear Who knows? Who cares?,

Do ghosts really exist in this world or
is it all just a cruel hoax? If they do
exist, what about the ghosts of Boston

College?

-Just Wondering

Well JW questions about the existence of
ghosts are usually best left up to each
individual and their own personal
experience. However, if forced to make a
decision, we'd say that, yes, ghosts do exist.
But why take our word for it? Let's explore
our reasons behind why ghosts exist and

allow you to make your own conclusions.
When seen in a reasonable light, reliable
sources like the Enquirer, The Star, and
Tammy Faye Baker claim to deal with
spooks and spirits everyday. Disputing
sound sources like these is not an easy
thing to do, especially when they've got the
"in" scoop on all the hottest breaking news
from the netherworld. But as if this were
not enough, take a look at how often
spooks are being seen. These days it's hard
not to believe in spirits of the night when
everyone has the common knowledge that
the ghost of Elvis is everywhere. Soon we'll
have to face the fact that ghosts are a
universal hit and they're here to stay. But
for all that one might say, and in spite of
the indisputable evidence in favor of the
existence of ghosts, some non-believers still
spew garbled rhetoric about the fabled
boogey man, saying that it's nothing more
than a "bunch of hocus pocus mumbo

jumbo."

The difficulties that these people

experience, (which seems to be universal), is
that in today's technologically advanced

society, the problem with knowing if
ghosts exist is that we often mistake
spiritual appearances with modern
phenomena. For example, things that go
bump in the night are mistaken for a fault
in the plumbing a loud water pump or a
dishwasher turning on and off. This
explains why spirits and spectres were more

apparent in bygone days. It would have

been very difficult for a knight in the
middle ages to explain to his lady that the
"thump thump" that she heard was only
the castle's central heating coming on or
merely the washing machine on spin cycle.
Yet the doubters will still say, "oh yeah,
what about seeing them spooks, huh"
These people are being deceived by modern
science just as much as anyone else. They
vainly attempt to explain visible wandering
spirits by blaming the figures on refracted
light, steam from underground or even
holographic images. We must realize that
what we write-off as scientific phenomena
are actually visible incarnations of lost souls
eternally doomed to wander the planes of
Limbo in search of peace. But can you
blame us for mistakingly believing that
these souls trapped between life and death
are logically explainable laws of physics?
Hell no, we're just victims of the
renaissance men like everyone else.
The solution to this problem lies in
giving up false pursuits and looking to
those magazines and people who truly
know the realities of the spiritual realm as
they exist in our material world. Simply
surrender to what you know to be true
rather than continue a pursuit to explain
instead of accept. Listen to the Bakkers,
read the Enquirer, sail the Bermuda Triangle,
pack a lunch and go look for Elvis he
won't be hard to find. Elvis, just like that
special spook, is everywhere if you just
open your eyes and look around.
Well now that we've gotten that out of
the way we can turn our attention to the
ghouls and goblins that stalk our campus.
However, making contact with spirits and
spectres is not as easy as some people make
it sound, so we'll save that until next week
Until then God bless lammy, Shirley,
Ronnie, Elvis (who is everywhere) and of
course Kevin (that wierd little creature who
is everywhere). Happy Halloween and
remember you gotta believe.

It's that time of year again. Time for
paper bags stuffed with Hershey Bars, Reese's,
Mallomars, and Special Darks. . . but we're in
college now. In a few years, it will be us
passing out the candy to the little goblins.
Until then, enjoy yourselves. But in light
of recent campus incidents, be sure to take
a grown-up with you if you trick-or-treat. A
few ideas:

MURRAY MURDER MYSTERY BASH
At Murray House Oct. 30th at 9:00.
Several faculty members will be killed,
including a Dean(!) and a few students.
BYOW (Bring Your Own Weapon),
refreshments will be served. Tickets are $3
at the McElroy booth and are also available
at the door. Call x8460
HARVEST NIGHT
At O'Connell House. Saturday the 31st at
9:00. Tickets are $5 and go on sale
Wednesday at McElroy. Show up in a
costume as this is the masquerade ball of
the year. Entertainment includes a psychic,
a caricaturist and a magician. A DJ will
spin your favorite platters until 1:00am.
This event has been popular in the past
and is commonly referred to as the
Middlemarch of the fall semester. Call
x4310 for info. Hors D'oeuvres to be served.

FLEETWOOD MAC
At the Boston Garden. Coming off their
latest album, Tango in the Night, the
new-look FM is sure to sell out quick.
Special guests: Cruzados. Tickets $18.50,
$16.50. Call 227-3200 to order.
THE FOOLS
At The Channel, 0ct.31. Tickets are
$7.50 and $8.50. Prizes given for best

For info call 451-1905. (See
MUSIC BITS in this section for additional
details on this concert)
costume.

SCREAM IN THE DARK
At the Topsfield Fairground. New
England's "biggest and best" haunted house.
Not appropriate for small children. From
0ct.23- 31 (closed Mon.), starts at 700.
Admission is $3.50.

THE SHINING
At McGuinn Auditorium Friday and
Saturday at 730 and 10:00, Barry Pavilion
Sunday at 7:00. Jack Nicholson stars as
everyone's favorite axe murderer. He-e-e-e-re's
Johnny! Call x3347.
WBCN MONSTER MASH BASH
At the Metro, Oct. 28th. $6.00 cover fee.
The Del Fuegos and your favorite WBCN
personalities will be there. . .On Oct. 31st,
win $1000 for the best costume at the
annual Metro Halloween Party. Please note
drinking age restrictions. Tickets are $6.00,
call 262-2425 for details.
BEACON HILL WITH 800
A costumed walk through the historic
Beacon Hill area. Sponsored by Boston By
Foot. Meet at the State House steps at 5:30
Oct. 31. $5.00 fee, call 367-2345 for
information.

Now, we don't pretend to have the inside
track on all of what's going on in and
around BC this Halloween season, but this
is intended to be a quick over view of some
of the more interesting items we found.
The great thing about the Halloween
weekend is that there are two great events
going on right here on campus. The
Murder Mystery Party at Murray House
and Harvest Night at O'Connell will both
be great events. Our sources tell us that at
O'Connell, at least, the staff has been
working to restore Harvest Night to the
great event it had been in the past.
Whatever you decide to do this
Halloween, the writers and editors at The
Heights Review want to make sure you have
a safe holiday. Keep sane and remember to
stick with a friend after dark. Have fun, but
be careful! Happy Halloween!

-

HORRORS! AT A VIDEO STORE NEAR YOU...

By RON HEBSHIE
Heights Review Editor

Like it or not, we are all a part of the
VCR generation. Most people either have
their own VCR or at least access to one.
What better excuse for me to write about
my favorite film genre: the horror film.
Your local video store is crawling with
almost every horror film ever made, and, as
most of you know, a good ninety percent
of them outright stink. This, then, is my
humble (as always) list of some of the best
horror films available for you to rent on
tape. They are in order of preference, but all
of them should be good for a few chills.

PSYCHO

Without a doubt, this is the finest horror
film ever made. Alfred Hitchcock, a
directorial genius, has crafted an amazingly
complex tale of murder, mayhem, and
psychological destruction. From the
infamous shower scene to Anthony Perkins'
brilliant characterization of Norman Bates,
Psycho is packed with moments that have
become cinematic icons. The film is a
winner on every level and is still very scary
after twenty-seven years.

HALLOWEEN

A near masterpiece of modern horror,
director John Carpenter's killer on the loose
film is deceptively simple. Combining
Druid legends of All Hallow's Eve with
almost unbearable tension, this is a horror
film that scares with virtually no gore.
Halloween was responsible for the re-birth of
the horror genre and launched Jamie Lee
Curtis on the road to stardom.
THE EVIL DEAD
When director Sam Raimi produced this
feature for a little over $800,000 he had no
idea of the cult status it would eventually
attain. A marvel of low budget technical

and hilariously gory violence,
this is a decidedly tongue-in-cheek look at
dead demons coming back to life to wreck
havoc on unsuspecting teens. The film is
rated X for violence and is not for the faint
of heart.
innovation

THE FOG
John Carpenter strikes again with the
perfect film for a dark and stormy night.
Shot in a beautiful California coastal town,
Carpenter lulls the viewer into a false sense
of security before plunging into a tale of
trechery, betrayal, and a living fog. It's
more eerie than scary, but it's completely
unique and the story is well crafted and
gripping.
THE THING
ORIGINAL VERSION
Howard Hawks made only one horror
film in his long career, but what a horror
film! This is one of the finest examples of
classic 1950's horror and holds up well after
all these years. There are no fantastic
special effects here, just quality writing
perfect pacing and a gem of a plot.

scary, there is a perfect atmosphere of
tension and forboding created.

RE-MAKE

The precourser to romance with a
films like David Cronenberg's The
Fly, John Landis created a unique horror
film that was a surprise box-office hit. Nice
effects work by Rick Baker too.

AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF
IN LONDON

DRESSED TO KILL
This near brilliant thriller remains Brian
DePalma's finest horror film and serves as
proof to his directorial talent. Though
things are borrowed from Psycho, it becomes
peripheral when one realizes that this is a
good film in its own right. There are
moments of visceral horror, but, above all,
it is a styalized film that remains a unique
entry in the horror genre.

THE THING
This 1982 re-make, directed by John
Carpenter, is a worthy successor to the
Hoaward Hawks original. Departing
frequently from that film and relying more
on the novel upon which it was based,
Carpenter has created a decidely dark, eerie,
and depressing re-make. Special effects by
Rob Bottin have yet to be topped.

HEEG'S HOT CIDER
In the spirit of Halloween and in the
upcoming chilly months ahead, I have
decided to provide a great hot cider
recipe. Stay tuned for more tips on our
area's restaurants in future issues!

ALIEN

A near perfect augmentation of science
fiction and horror, director Ridley Scott
virtually re-defined both genres with this
remarkable film. He achieves a remarkable
sense of claustrophobia and an ever
increasing feeling of impending doom
through a combination of fine acting sharp
scripting and set design well ahead of its
time.

INVASION OF THE
BODY SNATCHERS
ORIGINAL VERSION
Another classic 1950's horror film that
readily surpasses the recent re-make. The
film shares similarities with The Thing and
almost as good. Though not particularly

monster

HOT MULLED CIDER

1 gallon apple cider
1 42 oz can pinneapple juice
1-12 oz frozen orange juice
3 whole cinnamon sticks
Vi handful whole cloves
1 orange, quartered and sliced
1 lemon quartered and sliced
Vi cup brown sugar
;

is

Combine all ingredients, except fruit, in a
6-8 qt. pot. Bring to a boil. Simmer 30
minutes; add sliced fruit and continue
simmering cider for at least 15 minutes.
Serve cider hot. Extra liquid can be stored

in

refrigerator

in

glass or stonewear.
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RECORD SHOPPPING IN BOSTON MUSIC

By KATHY ADAMS
Heights Lifestyle Correspondent

Hey!!! Are you into music? Is $19.95 of
your $20.00 Eagle's Nest paycheck usually
dumped in the nearest record store? Are
you still kind of unfamiliar with the area?
Do you know what the hell I'm getting at?
If you answered "YES" to any or all of
the above, the following run-down of local
record stores should give you a good idea of
where to get what you're looking for.
Although the list in no way exhausts all
possibilities, it's a good starting point.
Happy hunting:

STRAWBERRIES

There are various locations in and around
Boston, including Ken more Square, Harvard
Square, and Downtown crossing.
Strawberries is a good "mainstream" record
store. In other words, if you're "wicked into
the Sex Pistols," you'll probably find them
in the "Misc. S" bin, instead of in their
own sacred bin. Strawberries carries a
concentration of TOP 40 albums, tapes, and
CD's, as well as an increasing assortment
of what the store calls "music on the
cutting edge" (i.e. imports and more
progressive local music). My favorite store is
the one Downtown, since it has bigger
sections devoted to every kind of
music jazz, soul, soundtracks, etc. In other
words, you can pick up something for
yourself and nab that Johnny Mathis album
for your grandmother all under one roof!
Prices? Regular album/tape prices average
around $7.99 with sale prices most often at
$6.99. CD sale prices are a good buy, with
specials found for only $12.99. Also,
Strawberries has an excellent collection of
current dance-floor extended mix tunes.
Prices here are hard to beat averaging only
$3.99 for current 12"s. Strawberries is a
good basic place to go perhaps the "ACME
Record Store," of record stores. The
-

-

-

salespeople

are pretty nice

too

the elevator guy Downtown.

-

especially

NUGGETS

Nuggets is located in Kenmore Square and
just outside of Coolidge Corner. For me,

Nuggets

is

like the "Filene's Basement" of

record stores: you have to go all the time,
you have good days (when you find a real
steal), and bad days, and sometimes you
have to beat an old lady up in order to get
something you both want! Nuggets is my
favorite used record store because they have
an extensive offering of "New Releases" For
$5.99 and less you can usually find some
good stuff here. Albums are definitely the
stronghold here most likely because of
space problems, their CD section is slim
(but growing!), and the tape section kind of
stinks. Stay away from the Nuggets
"Grab-Bag"(an opaque paper bag filled with
a bunch of records and selling really cheap),
unless you're feeling particularly risky that
day: maybe it's just bad luck, but I've been
shafted every time in the past. Sooo. . .go
to Nuggets if you want good, used stuff
cheap. After all, where else could you
expect to find an oldie like, "Annette
Funicello's Pajama Party"?
-

NEWBURY COMICS
NC is located on Newbury Street (not too
obvious, huh?), Harvard Square (in The
Garage), Framingham (off Rte. 9), and
Burlington (across from Sears at Burlington
Mall). Newbury Comics is more of a
"Lifestyle Store/ than a mere "record store,"
carrying a wide range of music and
music-related stuff.
First, for music, NC is usually the last
place I go if I can't find what I want
somewhere else, and cheaper (NC's prices
tend to get pretty high). Don't go to NC if
you're looking for a lot of TOP 40 stuff,
since their concentration is in imports,
indies, progressive rock, hardcore, etc. NC
has an excellent selection of imports and
indies, especially new-releases; I often see
new stuff here before I see it anywhere else.
Prices, especially for new Imports, can be
pretty steep -averaging $13.00 and up. 12"s
are even worse, averaging $6.99 or more, so
it seems as if you're paying for an album
when you only get a couple of songs!!
NC also has a good selection of hardcore
and local music, but has slim pickins' in
the way of extensive jazz or soundtrack
offerings. Your regular-priced album or
cassette at NC, for most music, will set you
back $7.99. CD's can be found in all price

ranges, competitive with other stores. Good
buys include sale/special items, since they
usually include a lot of new releases and
local music.
Newbury Comics also carries comic books
(as the name implies!), although space
seems to limit the extent of older issues
they can offer. They do have a good comic
book "club" that can help you save a lot of
$$$ if you are a collector. Also, NC has a
terrific selection of huge and regular-sized
import posters, prints, cards, and postcards.
The store also offers jewelry, sunglasses,
pins, bumper stickers, makeup, videos,
music books, calenders (pantipant!), and

magazines (Melody Maker, NME, Blitz,

etc.

as well as many local Fanzines).

Final advice: go to the Harvard Square
Since it's bigger, it offers much more
stuff, especially a wider selection of CD's
and T-shirts!
store.

SECOND COMING RECORDS
SCR is located on Mass. Aye. just outside
of Harvard Square. I like this place a lot,
but the worst thing about this store is the
way it's set up; the aisles are so small and
the records so tightly-packed that you end
up rubbing bums with the guy looking at
records behind you!!
Second Coming has a wide array of LP's
and cassettes, both current and out-of-print.
Prices here are attractive, with albums and
tapes hovering around $7.00 and 12"s going
for about $5.49. The tape selection kind of
stinks, but Second Coming has great
bootlegs you wouldn't be apt to find
anywhere else around here. Also, they carry
cool import posters and postcards (good
New Order, Joy Division, Siouxsie, etc.).
Like Nuggets, you have to hit this place on
a "good day." Try Second Coming if you're
looking for that hard-to-find album; they
might just have it. Don't look for service
with a smile though the people here are
kind of bitchy.
-

Oh well, I hope that helped and I hope
you didn't fall asleep. Next week PART II
-

to contain yourself),
stay away from!!

(try

including places

to

BITS
LISA MUNROE

The Alarm will be appearing at the
on Saturday, December
sth. Tickets go on sale today. Despite the
blandness of their most recent album, The
Alarm puts on a lively, tremendous show
and they are probably still worth seeing. No
word is out yet as to who is opening for
them... A third show by Squeeze has been
added. They will perform November 18th,
as well as the 16th and 17th, at the Wang
Center. Tickets for this recently announced
show will go on sale today as
well. . . Halloween night, the Channel
features what is bound to be an amusing
show by The Fools and the Swinging
Erudites. Jimmy Cliff will be appearing at
the Channel the next night, November
Ist. . The Ramones have also announced a
show. They will be at the Metro on
November 18th supporting their recent
album Halfway To Sanity. Tickets for The
Ramones are on sale today (I see a trend
here). . Thursday night Royal Crescent
Mob and Skin will be at Axis and
Dogzilla will perform upstairs at DVB.
Keep an eye out for future shows at Axis
by O Positive, Figures On A Beach, and
The Bolshoi . The Rat will have the
reunion concert by Band 19 on Friday
night. Band 19 broke up over a year ago
and their last show was at The Rat in
September of 1986. Last Stand,
Beachmasters, and Flying Scotts will also
be performing. . .And, finally, look for The
Unattached, The Catheads, and In Case
Of Jerome on Friday at 11 the Bears, lhe
Zulus, Busted Statues, and Drumming
On Class will be there on Saturday night,
while Agnostic Front will perform an
all-ages show at 3pm. . One section note:
Our exclusive interview with SONIC
YOUTH has been held because of space
restrictions. It will run next week. Sorry for
the inconvenience!

Orpheum Theatre

OH GOD... MY PARTNER IS AN EXTRA TERRESTRIAL
By

jDRUNKARD, cont,

The introduction of Alex Sella's as Miss
Il Spindle
brought to the forefront our first

show stealer. Her performance as the town
man-hunter and resident flirt was practically
I flawless. Miss Spindle is a woman who
, extolls the virtues of men, the wonders of
J make-up, and how marvelously she is
l holding up at her age. Sellars obviously had
fun with the part and the audience did too.
,
J She primped, cooed, and flirted, but not
l once did she overact or falter. Her main
, prop, a hand mirror, became an extension
of her arm as she admired her looks and
J told the audience of her lust for William
, And speaking of William, here is another
J example of fine acting and a good grasp on
I the paramaters of a characters style and
, motivations. Luke Jorgensen, a young man
J of obvious theatrical talent, was by far the
I strongest male lead. The character of
l William has to be slightly dopey, but not
J so dopey as to be unable to untangle the
I

J

J

I whole

plot

at

the end.

Jorgensen played

Viewed solely as an,«ntertaining action
movie, The Hidden works. However, as one
considers the film's weightier tenets, such as
human relations and man's faith, one
notices the film's flaws. Some relations
which begin to develop, like "the special
communication between Gallagher, the
benevolent alien, and Beck's daughter, are
inadequately concluded. In essence, the film
fails in an attempt to prove its profound
underlying notion; namely, that human
faith and teamwork together is an
invincible force.
Technically, The Hidden is mediocre. While
every scene to the hilt, but again, like
Sellars, he knew what he could get away
with on stage and what he could not. As
the dumb hero, he had many thanklessly
stupid lines which he polished off without
a hitch. His was a fine comic portrayal,
especially seeing that he is a freshman in
his first BCDS production.
Here and at various intervals throughout
the play, olio acts, sort of short
intermissions, took to the stage. Though
the idea is well taken and some of the acts
were indeed fine, given the over three hours
that the play ran, a few of these could have
been cut. Dispensable numbers included a
pointless Parasol Promenade, Schleppo the
Mime, and Samson the Mighty. On the
other hand, some real effort went into
more than a few of these little diversions.
Also showing well were the chracters of
Farmer Stevens (Jere Shea) and Mrs. Johnson
(Christie Stanton). Although both appeared
for a short time period spread out over the
entire course of the evening they both
turned in memorable performances. Stanton
possessed a certain air of joy and relish

supporting

actors

fail. Because of his

exceptional theatrical talent, the viewer is
immediately suspicious of MacLachlan's
detached, unsensitive persona. When he
admits his alien identity, most viewers
whisper, "I knew it." On the other hand,
the depiction of the villain role, represented
by Claudia Christian, William Boyett, and
Chris Mulkey, was forced, course, and
incongruous. Although director Jack Sholder

may have demanded inhuman emotions
and sentiments, these monsters seem, at
times, ridiculous. Finally, sometimes actors
spoke incomprehensibly fast while, at other
moments, too rapid action blurred the screen.
On the whole, The Hidden is fulfilling if
viewed with only a fun-seeking superficial
outlook. Do not search for profundity; it is
not there. Despite a number of annoying
shortcomings, action, chilling special effects,
and muscle tightening suspense make the
film entertaining. The Hidden provides
mindless fun and alleviates boredom.
what Marcoux wanted here, but Christies
her portrayal of the town gossip and Shea
character was not played for laughs. It was
outdid himself as the farmer. His character,
a dead-serious moment that hit like a slap
almost a parody of Art Carney's Norton
from The Honeymooners, was a highlight of
in the face. The emotional impact certainly
the show. Shea demonstrated some amazing worked, but it would have better served the
production had it not been so emotionally
facial contortions and never once let his
of
play.
jolting
character get beyond the scope
the
credit
As the play progressed, those that had
He was used sparingly which is a
to
performed well remained solid. Jorgensen's
Marcoux because characters that will be
William and Sellars' Miss Spindle got better i
obvious audience favorites are sometimes
with each progressive scene and Farmer
carted out to the point of being obnoxious.
Shea was great in small doses and his scene Stevens figured prominently into the climax
of the production. The biggest turn-arounds |
were eagerly anticipated. My only
came from Brad Reed and especially Tony
complaint is that some of his lines were
Sacre. He did quite well in the second act
lost at the expense of maintaining his
as the drunken Edward and at times was
wincing facial expression.
quite impressive. There was a scene at the
One of the most stunning performances
end
of the play that required his character
of the whole evening was given by
convulse
as if in alcoholic withdrawal.
to
\u25a0
Jacqueline Christy as the deranged Agnes.
could pull this off and not
Anyone
who
make-up,
J
She looked haunting in white
have the audience howling deserves a lot of J
dark lip stick, and black eye-liner. Christie
credit and Sacre did it. I don't know what
can act. Training experience, and a good
was bothering him at the beginning of the J
dose of natural talent were evident in her
play, but he more than proved himself by
almost chilling and heart-breaking portrayal
the time the final curtain fell. Again,
I
of Agnes. I question, though, its
though, I must question the intensity of the"
appropriateness given the levity of 90* of
the rest of the play. I think I understood
page 26^^

J i

To begin, the plot, despite its foundation
in the old good versus evil theme, is
captivating. Busy Los Angeles detective,
Tom Beck (Michael Nouri) is ordered to
team with F.8.1, agent Lloyd Gallagher
(Kyle MacLachlan) who later reveals his
alien identity. The two pursue an
extra-terrestial villian that hides within a
human body, using it for protection and as
a tool for accomplishing its demented
desires. As one body, after much neglect,
decays, the alien monster possesses another

partners.

leading actors MacLachlan and Nouri
convincingly portray their characters, the

'

Producer Robert Shaye says his goal is "to
make entertainment;" and, for certain, he
accomplishes this with The Hidden. A
unique mixture of fascinating science
fiction, mystery, action, human intimacy,
and smile-provoking comedy, Vie Hidden
considers the diversity of today's audience.
Its intriguing plot and exuberant actors are
fun.

victim. The creature's plan is to gain
control of a presidential candidate, America,
and, eventually, the globe. The high speed
car chases and deadly shoot-outs, a large
part of the detectives' confrontations with
the villain, are thrilling and intense. While
the majority of the entertainment is rapid,
blasting action much of it involves the
emotional relationship between the police

I J i

ROBERT PIAZZA

Heights Staff Writer

J
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Sweet

Charity

By DAVID J. GABRIEL
Heights Theatre Correspondent

SWEET CHARFTV. A musical by Bob Fosse.
Now playing at the Colonial Theatre through
November Bth. Shows are at Bpm Tuesday through
Saturday nights with Thursday and Saturday
matinees at Zpm and Sunday at spm.
The revival of the Bob Fosse comedy
smash Sweet Charity is playing now to
thunderous applause at Boston's Colonial
Theatre. The recent winner of four 1986
Tony Awards stars, this time around,
Donna McKechnie as Charity Hope
Valentine a "social consultant, dance hall
hostess with a heart of gold." The book
was written by Neil Simon with music by
Cy Coleman and lyrics by Dorothy Fields.
The slick, seductive choreography is Fcsse
all the way. Starring opposite Miss
McKechnie as Oscar is Ken Land r< ;ently
of New York's Little Shop of Horrors.
From the onset of the show, the
orchestration literally takes us right back
into the sixties a time long gone by in
today's standards. We are back in an age of
brilliant color, razzle-dazzle, and free spirits
abounding. The abstract, colorful stage
manifestations make the production "read"
like a live-action musical comic book. We
learn that Charity, eventually Sweet
Charity, is just a "little girl looking for
love." Perfect. Now, the audience can sit
back and enjoy, while she "looks." No need
to search for symbolism and hidden
meaning that so many forcibly artsy shows
may contain; instead, the audience simply
adores Charity for her humanistic qualities,
her charm, and because of the
heartwrenching but humorous, situations
she gets involved in. At one point she finds
herself in the bedroom of a famous movie
star having champagne. As soon as he
leaves the room to secure a souvenier of the
evening for her, she starts to sing "If My
Friends Could See Me Now." The audience
feels the same excitement that she does. She
reprises the song a few minutes later while
trapped in a closet after the movie star's
-

Dear

Dear John,
What's all this controversy about
nominating judge Bork to the Supreme
Court? Bork's not a right-winger, he's a
defenseman!!
-Cliff

Dear Cliff,
You're right, but the court already has
two solid defensemen in Sandra Day
O'Connor and Thurgood Marshall. What
the coutry's judicial branch really needs is a
good back-up goalie.

Dear John,
Help! I'm madly in love with Darren
Flutie. I know I don't stand a chance
with him, and that every girl on campus
is probably chasing him. Please help I'm
serious!
-

-Confused Sophomore
Dear Confused,
You're only a sophomore? Lay off -1 saw
him first.

girlfriend arrives. The song has a different
feel about it then. The production actually
moves the audience from start to finish
with all the hilarity, sympathy, subtlety,
and grace as only Simon and Fosse could.
The performances of the show are of top
notch quality. What we see of everyone on
stage is a group of extremely talented
persons who love to perform. Donna
McKechnie is following in the footsteps of
the show's original star, Gwen Verdon, the
star of the revival, Debbie Allen, and even
Ann Reinking ranked among the top
performers to play Sweet Charity. Now,
Miss McKechnie, best known for her Tony
award winning performance as Cassie in A
Chorus Line, waxes elegance. With every
note she sings and every turn she takes, the
gleaming perspiration that literally pours
from her body serves as testament that she
is putting out her all for this show. Her
goal is achieved. She, as Charity, is
incredible. Her performance is one not to be
missed. McKechnie exemplifies Fosse at his
best.
Even if the big numbers "Big Spender"
and "If My Friends Could See Me Now"
are, for some reason, unknown, they will
not be by the show's conclusion. The
audience left the theatre singing humming
and dancing along with the orchestra's exit
music. One notable number "Rhythm of
Life" is a hot piece about a religion which
is all based on jazz. The performance of it
is "cool" and exciting.
Some people did gripe and grumble about
the end of the play. It does not end happily.
However, it is far from tragic. The message
we received is that Charity lives "hopefully
ever after." The end fits the rest of the play.
One message of the play is that we should
look for love, for "without love life has no
purpose." One character's response to this
belief of Charity's is that "there's no use
flappin' your wings...we're all stuck on the
same flypaper of life!" Charity shows us
that this is not true and sends out the
strongest message, maybe a corny one, that
love is all-important. She remains forever
hopeful.

Dear Noah,
For the same reason no one ever pointed
a telescope at the sun.

Dear John,
Why does Bayßank have a monopoly
on the BC campus. Don't anti-trust laws
apply to Jesuit institutions?
Dear Go-getter,
I don't know, but what I'm confused
about is why I never seem to be having as
much fun with my Bayßank card as the
people in the commercial do.

he said that it would be that "he stole Leonid
Brezhnev's eyebrows." He poked fun at the
Red Sox ancl hockey's violence.
Three comedians from Stitches Comedy
One particularly humorous segment dealt
with the pronounciation of words. "You
Club kept a packed O'Connell House in
don't say my name is spelled S A D E,
hysterics Saturday night. Kevin Knox,
Dennis Leary, and John Pinette, three
but I pronounce it Shar day. I don't say
regualrs at the popular Boston comedy club, my name is Dennis, but I pronounce it
amused students with their brilliantly funny PFTTHPT!"
John Pinette was the last comedian to
stand-up routines.
perform. He began by doing impressions of
Their material picked on everything from
The Wizard of Oz and the Red Sox to
Joan Rjvers on Lifestyles of the Rich and
Famous with Robin Leach. Pinette's voices
Rosemary Clooney for Coronet paper
products and the price of tuition. The most were indeed very versatile. He created
advertisements for "the Chipmunks sing
enjoyable aspect was that each comedian
of
Bon Jovi" and mimicked the Ewoks from
styles,
was different, having a variety
and
material.
Return
jokes,
of the Jedi and the Munchkins from
He
The
Wizard
poked
hosted
the
show.
Kevin Knox
of Oz perfectly. He enjoyed
picking on music, noting that Janet Jackson
fun at Star Trek, Jacques Cousteau, and that
Sunday morning American institution Davey had the masculinity that her brother
Michael lacked. He took special joy in
and Goliath. Beer commercials didn't escape
Coors
pointed
slamming
flagrant radio dial flippers.
sarcasm.
He
out
hoe
Knox's
From the crowd reaction, everyone more
ads make it sound as if God brewed the
stuff himself. His description of the "herds" than enjoyed these three talented
comedians. Knox, Leary, and Pinette were
of drunken girls who go out dancing had
everyone in stitches.
consistandy hilarious with their stand-up
Dennis Leary was featured next. Smoking material. The O'Connell residents should
three cigarettes at the same time (they were also be commended for the comedy club
lights), he was the most political of the the atmosphere which was created with tables,
three, cracking jokes about Reagan and the
nachos, and non alcoholic mixed drinks.
The success of this program will hopefully
Pope, and the Democratic candidates who
in Comedy Night 11.
If
a
Dukakis
result
scandal,
abdicated. there is

By LISA MUNROE
Heights Music Correspondent

-

-

-

-

-

john
Dear John,
What's this about the BC Five-O
continuing an escort service? I thought
prostitution was illegal. Is Kenneth
Watson side-lining as a pimp?

Heights
Phot

-Just Wondering

PS: Are they employing girls from
campus? How much do they charge?

Dear Just,
Thank you for taking the time to write,
but your letter seems to be a thinly veiled
attack on women stemming from your
own obvious insecurity. "Men" like you are
precisely the reason BC needs to provide an
escort service to protect its students. Your
letter is not funny, only sadly indicative of
your own shortcomings. Perhaps your
question should be, why am I so lonely?
You've answered that yourself.
Dear Ron,
Why, if you insist that you're not a
part of the Dear John triumverate, did
you include us in your "we don't suck,
we only blow" comment last week?

Speak for youself.

Dear John,
Why is the dictionary in alphabetical
order?
-Webster

O'CONNELL COMEDY
NIGHT WAS A SMASH

-John

Dear Johns,
Why did I include you? Hmmm... I
guess because I can. It's good to be the
king. . err. . .editor. Besides, it's because of
me that you little rapscallions, get space
each week. . .get my drift. . .hmmmm?

Well, the time has come when we must
leave you, sorry we are that we must go,
and we hope that we will see you when
it's time for our next show. Come along
now and join the party, come along now
let's have some fun. We'll meet a lot of
friendly people. . we hope you like
everyone! I just ripped off the lyrics to the
closing of Casper: the Friendly Ghost. . .we
must be desperate! Until next week, keep
those cards and letters coming. The
deadline is Wednesday at spm.

by

Steve

Fitzparick

Comedian Kevin Knox

For Art'sSake
By ERIK JACOBSON
This Thursday at 8:00 pm, Friday at 6:00
and 9:00 pm, and Saturday at 6:00, the
Contemporary Theater of Boston College
will be presenting a double billing of Sister
Mary Ignatius Explains it All for You and
excerpts from Firesign Theatre.
The top billed Sister Mary..., written by

Christopher Durang is
look

a

wickedly irreverent

Catholicism and Catholic education.
Presenting answers to questions like "Do
nuns go to the bathroom?" Sister Mary
should find a very interesting reception at
Boston College. Director Melissa White
feels that this play, once banned in the city
of Boston, should not pose a problem to
the Jesuit community. The production is
pointed more at the layman whose religious
dogma holds no intellectual foundation: the
Bible toting all righteous, sinless CCD
teacher and the likes. The show will find
its main proponents, however, in those of
us who have had to deal with these people
and their lunacy.
Durang's mother used to tell him to pray
that Russia would convert to Catholicism.
at

But, as Sister Mary says, "Yes, God does
answer every prayer. It's just that sometimes
the answer is no."
Preceding Sister Mary... will be a highly
creative, stream of conscious comedy taken
from radio plays. In the 19705, a Chicago
based comedy group which called
themselves Firesign Theatre, wrote several
scripts which were later made into albums.
These scripts have been taken, under the
direction of Erik Jacobson, and made into a
visual and audial treat which is guaranteed
to keep the audience on the edge of their
seats. The two scripts which will be seen
deal with a) the white man's effect on the
American Indian and b) the possible
consequence of listening to language tapes
sleep. They are avant-garde,
in
poignant

and

extremely funny.

The Firesign performers have prepared
for this energy draining show through
various acting exercises, working on unity
and camaraderie on stage, and drinking

together.

The shows will prove to be entertaining
all audiences and a great Halloween deal,
at just $4 both shows included. ENJOY.
to

-
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IYES! IT'S THE FIRST HEIGHTS READER'S POLL!!
nßy

LISA MUNROE

aHeights

Music

And now for something
\u25a1completely different: a questionaire

\u25a1this out immediately. . . instructions

\u25a1wil
\u25a1
\u25a1

at

WORST ACTOR:

FAVORITE RADIO STATION:

WORST ACTRESS:

TELEVISION
FAVORITE SHOW:

Correspondent

g

follow

SONG YOU ARE SICK OF:

the end!

MUSIC

n BEST ALL-TIME BAND-

WORST RADIO STATION:

BEST NEWCOMER ON SCREEN:

BEST DJ:

BEST MOVIE SOUNDTRACK:

FAVORITE PLACE TO SEE A BAND:

FAVORITE
MOVIE
REPEATEDLY RENT:

FAVORITE RECORD STORE:

FOOD
FAVORITE FANCY RESTAURANT:

FAVORITE VIDEO:
WORST VIDEO:

FAVORITE JUNK-FOOD PLACE:

FILM

\u25a1FAVORITE SONG THIS YEAR:

D

BEST PIZZA DELIVERY:

2)

WORST PIZZA OR DELIVERY:

g

FAVORITE
SPECIAL:

TV

D
\u25a1

Remember, if you don't send

j?
/?»\6f»

(

g

CHRISTMAS

y° ur resP onse tms P°"
beD
no fun! You have until midnight

'n

u/i

%J )\o/0 Q)
0"V

'

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3rd to rushg
this response to us. Drop it off in then
special reader's poll box in
office (McElroy 113) or send it to n
THE HEIGHTS, McELROY 11 3, c/oD
THE READER'S POLL. Be sure tog
note that you are sending a polln
response on the envelope if youn
send it campus mail. It's easy, fun,g
and you have plenty of time to thinkrj
about the thing. Act now. this is\u25a1
a once a yearevent. Results will beg
reported in our November 16th a
issue. And please,
counts. . .one poll submission
person. Thanks for your interest and \u25a1
(we hope) enthusiasm!
\u25a1

ourg

/

ETC.
FAVORITE AUTHOR:
FAVORITE NEWSPAPER:

BEST PLACE TO EATON CAMPUS:

FAVORITE MOVIE THIS YEAR:

WORST PLACE TO EAT ON
CAMPUS:

WORST MOVIE EVER:
BEST ICE CREAM:

FAVORITE
CAMPUS:
FAVORITE
BOSTON:

HANGOUT

HANGOUT

ON

perg

g

IN

i-r
'

-v.i

UN

rs
DOTTED
,c.
r^-*? r~*

BEST FLAVOR (AND WHERE):

FAVORITE ACTRESS:

FAVORITE BAR (MUST BE 21 OR
OVER TO ANSWER):

~.,-

|Hp

M
V

LK\ H OO
LI N & nIW
.

SBM[>THISIM-

UNIVERSITY CHORALE
COLLEGE
OF BOSTON

THE

Dr. C. Alexander Peloquin
director

presents

FRIDAY
OCTOBER 30, 1987
8:00 PM

usg

w '"

.

D

g

\u25a1
\u25a1

j=j

FAVORITE ACTOR:

gwORSTSONG:

4)COMMENTS:

g

a

FAVORITE COMIC STRIP:

3)

\u25a1

g

\u25a1

BEST NEWS CHANNEL:

BEST PIZZA:

FAVORITE ALL-TIME MOVIES-

\u25a1

n

3) FIRST NAME (OPTIONAL):

a

\u25a1
n

g

FEMALE

D

FAVORITE DWARF (DOPEY,
SNEEZEY, GRUMPY, ETC.):

\

\u25a1ALL-TIME FAVORITE SONG:

FROSHgg

FAVORITE PLACE TO DANCE:

\u25a1
\u25a1

gvVORST ALBUM:

g

WORST SOAP OPERA:

?

\u25a1 WORST VOCALIST (M or F):
\u25a1
\u25a1
\u25a1 BEST ALBUM OF THE YEAR:
\u25a1
\u25a1
\u25a1ALL-TIME FAVORITE ALBUM:
\u25a1
\u25a1

\u25a1

D

TO

D
\u25a1

g FAVORITE FEMALE VOCALIST:

2) MALE

BEST SOAP OPERA:

\u25a1
\u25a1

g FAVORITE MALE VOCALIST:

SENIOR JR. SOPH

WORST SHOW ON TV:

D
\u25a1

g FAVORITE LOCAL BAND:

1)
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DRUNKARD, cont.
convulsion. Well done, but I think too well
done given the context of the play.
Of course the play has a happy ending
but it took over three hours to get to it.
This is the major problem with the
production and one that made this review

tough to write. Most of the play is
genuinely excellent, but there is too much of
this genuinely excellent stuff. A few of the

olio

acts

should have either been beefed up

or cut out all together. A few scenes, such
as Julia and Mary waiting for a drunken
Edward to return home, were much too

long and could have been cut. Also, there
were some entire scenes which, though
good, could have been removed with nary
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m

Rjl
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production.
In any event, the show was an
undeniable success, right down to the
flawless set changes by a costumed tech
crew. . .another ingenious touch. Especially
noteworthy in this department was a
backdrop switch masked by the characters
running through and around the audience.
Quite well done. What can I say, it was an
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_| Waltham,

love for the roots of American theatre. After
this and the fantastic workshop production
of The Dining Room last weekend, this looks
to be one of the best theatre seasons on
campus in a long time.
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Bentley College s Master of Science in Finance pays
dividends for professionals who wish to develop specialized skills in financial management and aspire to
positions as chief financial officers.
Beginning with the fundamental concepts of
finance, the program develops the student's abilities to
structure and analyze data through problems, cases,
simulations, and projects, with die locus on building a
rigorous conceptual understanding of financial analysis
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evening of superlatives, no matter how
long. Besides, I'd rather have one fantastic
long show than a poorly executed short

an ounce of harm done to the rest of the
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Eagle's Eye
of Boston

College

Programming for the Week of October 26, 1987

Monday

26
4 pm Urban Immersion Week
Information Meeting. All Students
interested in spending one week
of Christmas break (1/8/88-1/16/88) making an urban
immersion retreat (living in
Dorchester while working on
housing construction for low
income families and working with
the urban poor), must attend this
mandatory meeting. St. Joseph's
Chapel,
Upper
Campus.
Sponsored by the University
Chaplaincy, Kerry Maloney or
Bob Braunreuther, SJ. X3475

7 pm Amnesty International
Social, O'Connell House. Music,
Food, Fun! Learn about A.1., meet
our members, wirte letters on
behalf of Prisoners of Conscience
around the world and have fun!
Liz Nelson/Amy Dißona 969-6388.
lO pm Catholic Mass, St
Joseph's Chapel, Gonzaga
Basement.

Tuesday

27

4-6 pm Heart Saver
Newton Infirmary lounge.
Certification in basic CPR
techniques and choking victim.
Kelly White, 558-8315.

5 pm Junior Year Abroad
Forum, McGuinn Auditorium.

Returning study abroad students
representing a variety of
countries will discuss their
academic experiences abroad.
5:30 pm 'Jane's First love! the
award-winning live soap opera
about Boston College airs on
WZBC, 90.3 FM. (Michael
Christian, 232-5546).
6:15 pm Haunted Happenings, Greycliff invites the kids
from the East Boston Harborside
for a haunted house, trickor-treating, party, games and fun.
(Kris Wigandt 783-9435).

6:30-8 pm 'With Open Arms,'

Barat House, Ist floor, Newton. A
six-week introduction to the faith
of Catholics for the curious, the
rusty, and the well-informed. All
welcome. Sponsored by the
University Chaplaincy (Kerry
Maloney, 3475).

x

7 pm Missing, with Sissy Spacek
and Jack Lemmon, free movie,
Higgins 304. Sponsored by
Amnesty International (Liz Nelson
or Amy Dißona 969-6388).

7 pm

Dating/Relating
Workshop, Hardey Main Lounge.
Explore the pros and cons of
being a man or a woman. Do BC
students really date? Much

mora...Sponsored by University
Housing (Sue Murphy 558-9715).

7 pm Investment Night, SOM
Library, Fulton Hall. Dean Whitter,

Putnam Investments, KidderPeabody will speak on careers in
investments, the stock market,
mutual funds and other
investment topics. Sponsored by
the Finance Academy (x3985).

7 pm

Rape Awareness
Program, Keyes North. Students
will learn techniques on how to
avoid rape at Boston College
and in Boston. Sponsored by
Campus Police and University
Housing.
8 pm 'CATS' Shubert Theatre.
Sponsored by the Hillsides
resident staff. SOLD OUT.
Catherine Nowak, 558-9187.
8 pm Women's Alliance
Against Pornography, McGuinn
121 Dr. Dines-Levy will present a
slide show and discussion on the
connection between pornography and advertising.

lO pm Catholic Mass, Barat

Jesuit Community.

debate the issue of abortion.
Sponsored by UGBC. $2
admission. Carolyn Dever,
558-3490.

8 pm Trip to BC vs. Olympic 8 pm 'Songs of Glory! University
Hockey Team, Boston University. Chorale, Newton Chapel. A
$3. Hardey Ist and Duchesne East concert of music from the 16th
Basement will be going to game century to the present. Works by
with Faculty Fellows.
Beethoven, Mozart, Berlioz, Grieg,
lO pm Catholic Mass, Peloquin and others. $3.50
Manresa House (Fr. Paul Carrier, students. (Pat Kuras 4306).
SJ. 8440).
9 pm I am Murray Murder
Mystery Bash, Murray House.
Through audience participation,
help a professional acting troupe
solve the murders at Murray!
Cash prizes for best sleuth. $3
tickets on sale at Murray House
and at the door.

28
All

Day

x

Thursday

29

121:30 pm 'How to Watch
Calories and Still Maintain a
Sensible Diet,' Cushing Room
319. Discussion led by June
Goodman, R.D Sponsored by
Health Services, June Leeming,
552-3225.

5:30-7:30 pm Spaghetti

those cafeteria lines! All the
pasta, bread, salad and soda
you can eat for $2. Mangia!
(Maryann McCormack 8460).

x

7 pm Rape Awareness, Keyes
South. Student will learn
techniques on how to avoid
dangerous situations. Sponsored
by Campus Police and University
Housing.
7:30-11:30 pm My Mother's
Fleabag, McElroy Coffeehouse,
McElroy Cafe. FREE . Sponsored
by ODSD. (Maureen Costello/
Greg Yoch, 552-4822).

lO am 4 pm Recycling with
Masspirg, McElroyLobby. Bring all
your cans to McElroy Lobby, the
proceeds of which will go to
benefit local hunger relief.

8 pm Band at the Rat, Lyons
Cafeteria. Over 21, cover charge
with ID.

6-8 pm Intercuitural Cafe
McElroy Cafe, third floor. The

Cafe will offer exotic coffees,
desserts, and hors d'oeuvres with
music from around the world.
Please stop by with your friends
for a relaxing evening. Light
snacks served ?meal points.
Sponsored by the Office of the
Dean for Student Development,
Dining Services, and the NAACP

(x 8005).
6:30 pm 'She's Gotta Have It,'
Gasson 103. The Black Student
Forum will present this movie as
a discussion opener on
relationships.
male-female
(Donna Graham 552-3509).

8 pm Chinese Children
Palace of Hangzhou, Wang
Center. Direct from China this
talented group of musicans and
acrobats form a ycxjth cultural
delegation you'll never forget.
The performance weaves
Chinese classical music and folk
dance. Deadline to order 10/22.
per
ticket.
Kevin
$5
v

1

O'Connor/Scott

Jamieson,

558-9323.

8 pm Abortion Debate,
Gasson 100 Mildred Jefferson,
M.D and Nancy Gertner, Esq. will

needy of Boston. (Catherine
Nowak 558-9187).

Monday

x

Amnesty International Write- A-Thon, Lyons
Cafeteria. Stop by and write a
Urgent Action letter. (Liz
Nelson/Amy Dißona 969-6388).
-

with donations going to serve the

-

Dinner, Murray House. Beat

Wednesday

Cruise. Pier 7. Sponsored by
University Housing, Newton
Campus. $9 per person, $17 per
couple. Maureen Murphy x4724.

Saturday
31

30

x

7:30 pm American Pictures,
Robsham. A Danish artist's
rendition of poverty in America.
Slide show ana follow-up lecture
the following day (TBA).

7:30 8; 9:30 pm The Shining,
movie in McGuinn Auditorium.
Free with BC. I.D.
9 pm-1 am Harvest Night
Ball/Masquerade, O'Connell
House. Music, Mystic, and
Munchies provided. $5. per
person. Lisa Cerabino x4310
9 pm Fright Night/Movie
Night, Barat House basement.
Free. (Nina Garrison, 558-5914).

Sunday

1

lO pm Catholic Mass, St
Joseph's Chapel, Gonzaga
basement.

Friday

5 pm Activities Funding
Committee (AFC) Meeting,
McElroy 141. (Tony Varona 4822).

12 Noon Monster Dash,
Faneuil Hall. A 5-K roadrace to
benefit Children's Ward-Boston
City Hospital. Campus sponsor is
University Housing (Maureen
Spendley 558-5934).

12:30 3:30 pm. School of
Nursing, McGuinn Auditorium,
OPEN HOUSE, Free (Colleen
Giacomelli, 552-3100)
?

Day.
All
Amnesty
Intramural Football, Newton
International Petition Signing, Campus. Open to Newton

Dust Bowl. We have a petition
about a prisoner of conscience
who has been detainedfor years
in Yugoslavia. Please help us get
his rights as a human back! Liz
Nelson/Amy Dißona, 969-6388.

residents, sponsored by University
Housing. (John Kinney, 558-9525).

Intramural Soccer, Newton
Campus. Open to Newton
residents, sponsored by the
University Housing. (Brian Tierney,

3 pm Halloween Party for St. 558-9500).
Patrick's School Children, 7 pm
The Shining, movie in
Barat House Basement. Spend a
few hours with 3rd and 4th
graders trick-or-treating. (Brian
Tierney).
7 pm Attitude Adjustment
Hour. (Bob Mehallow 8706).
7:30 & 9:30 pm The Shining,
movie in McGuinn Auditorium.
Free with B.C. I.D

x

8 pm SYR Dance

on

Barry Arts Pavilion on Newton
Campus. Free with B.C. I.D.

7:30 & 9:30 pm Willy Wonka
and the Chocolate Factory,
movie at O'Connell House. Free.

10 pm Hillsides Mass / Food
8; Clothing Drive, Hillsides
A-Lounge. On the last Sunday of
every month, Hillsides resident
Best staff will sponsor this joint event.

NOTE TO CLUB LEADERS: PLEASE CHECK YOUR MAILBOXES AT O.DS.Q (McELROY 141) ON A DAILY BASIS.

